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Abstract: This paper presents an application of a user modelling web service in personalizing interfaces for users with age-related and physical impairment. The user model stores user profile in standardized format independent of application and device. It allows users to carry the profile with them irrespective of device and application. The user modelling web service is used to adapt interfaces of a sensor network based geo-visualization system and an agriculture advisory system for UK and Indian rural population. A pilot study found that all users preferred the adapted interface and their performance was also improved with adaptation.

1. Introduction

User model can be defined as a machine-readable representation of user characteristics of a system. We have developed a user model that considers users with physical, age-related or contextual impairment and can be used to personalize electronic interfaces to facilitate human machine interaction. We have identified a set of human factors that can affect human computer interaction and formulated models [2, 3] to relate those factors to interface parameters. We have developed inclusive user model, which can adjust font size, font colour, inter-element spacing (like line spacing, button spacing and so on) based on age, gender, visual acuity, type of colour blindness, presence of hand tremor and spasm of users. The model is more detailed than GOMS model [6], easier to use than Cognitive Architecture based models [1,9], and covers a wider range of users than existing generic user models [8] for disabled users, a detailed literature survey can be found in a different paper [2]. The user profile is created using a web form and the profile is stored in cloud. The sign-up page can be accessed at www-edc.eng.cam.ac.uk/~pb400/CambUM/UMSignUp.htm Once created, this profile is accessible to the user irrespective of application and device. We have worked with different development teams to integrate this user model into their applications. So far, the inclusive user modelling system has found applications in a wide variety of systems including a digital TV framework for elderly users (EU GUIDE system), an electronic agricultural advisory system, weather monitoring system and an emergency warning system. In parallel we conducted user trials to validate the user model. Users preferred and performed better with the adaptive system than the non-adaptive version.
2. User Modelling Framework

We have developed the Inclusive User Model and used it to develop a user modelling web service that can automatically adjust font size, colour contrast, line and button spacing of interfaces based on visual acuity, type of colour blindness, grip strength, active range of motion of wrist and static tremor of users. The user modelling system

- follows a standardized user profile format specified by a EU cluster [7] and published by International Telecommunication Union [5].
- does not propose to change content of an interface rather specifies layout parameters, so it is easily integrated to different applications.
- can automatically convert interface parameters (like font size or button spacing) for multiple devices (e.g. TV, computer, laptop, mobile phone and so on) by assuming a viewing distance for different devices and taking the screen resolution as input parameter.
- has investigated details of visual, auditory and motor functions of humans and is developed through extensive user trials to relate human factors to interface parameters [3].

The personalization framework (Fig 1) takes input about users’ functional parameters (like visual acuity, colour blindness, short term memory capacity, first language and dexterity level) and subjective requirements. It also takes input from a sensor network [10] in runtime to detect the context of application. The Wisekar (Wireless Sensor Knowledge Archive) system is an Internet of Things (IoT) based repository for archival of sensor-derived information.

These input parameters are fed into the Inclusive User Model that consists of perception, cognition and motor-behaviour models. The Inclusive User Model [2, 3] can predict how a person with visual acuity v and contrast sensitivity s will perceive an interface or a person with grip strength g and range of motion of wrist (ROMW) w will use a pointing device. Our user survey [4] generated a range of values of human factors for end users and we used this data in Monte Carlo simulation to predict a set of rules relating users’ range of abilities with interface parameters. The rule based system along with the user, device and application profiles are stored in a cloud based server. The client application can access the web service using a plug-in.

The framework is integrated to applications using a simple Javascript program. The client application reads data from the user model and sensor network and changes the font size, font colour, line spacing, default zooming level and so on by either selecting an appropriate pre-defined stylesheet or changing parameters for each individual webpage or standalone application. A personalised weather monitoring system can be
Adapting interfaces through interoperable & inclusive user modelling found at http://wisekar.iitd.ernet.in-wisekar_mm_full/index.php/main while a personalised electronic agriculture system can be found at http://e-vivasaya.rtbi.in/aas_cambridge/login.php. Different renderings can be generated with usernames user-1, user-2, user-3, user-4 and so on. In each case the password is same as the username.

3. User Trial

The following user trial reports a controlled experiment on the weather monitoring application. It compared users’ objective performance and subjective preference for an adaptive and a non-adaptive version of the weather monitoring system. We purposefully used two different devices for signing up and using the application to highlight the notion of transporting user profile across multiple devices.

We collected data from 7 users (6 male, 1 female, average age 54.87 years) with moderate visual impairment, mainly age related short-sightedness and cataract. We have used a Windows 7 HP computer with 54 cm × 33 cm monitor having 1920 x 1080 pixels resolution to record users’ performance with the weather monitoring system. We used a standard Logitech mouse for pointing. Users signed up using a HP Tx2 laptop with 30 cm × 20 cm screen and 1280 × 800 pixels resolution.

The participants were initially registered with the user modelling system using the Laptop. After that participants were briefed about the weather monitoring system. The task was to report temperature and humidity of cities on a specific date. Each participant was instructed to report temperature and humidity six times for each of adapted and non-adapted conditions. The order of adapted and non-adapted conditions was altered randomly to eliminate order effect.

During the sign up stage we found that different users preferred different font sizes ranging from 14 points to 18 points. We also noticed that one user was Protanomalous colour blind and he read 45 instead of 42 in the plate 16 of Ishihara colour blindness test. During use of the weather monitoring system, we measured the time interval between pressing the left mouse button on the bubble with the city name and reporting of the required temperature and humidity data. In total we analysed 84 tasks (42 for adapted and 42 for non-adapted). We found that users took significantly less time in adapted condition (average 8.25 secs, std dev 3.1 secs) than non-adapted condition (average 9.75 secs, std dev 3.63 secs). All participants were already familiar with mouse and also practiced the system before the actual trial. So we assumed that each pointing task was independent to each other. Under this assumption, the difference is significant in a two-tailed paired t-test with \( p < 0.05 \) and with an effect size (Cohen’s \( d \)) of 0.44 (Fig 2). Without this assumption, the difference is also significant in Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test (\( Z = -2.1, \ p < 0.05 \)). We conducted a subjective questionnaire to understand users’ subjective preference. All users noticed bigger font and preferred it. One user was colour-blind and he preferred the change in colour contrast too.

The user study shows that users prefer different font sizes and colour contrast even for a simple system. The study also confirms that even for a simple text searching task users performed and preferred an adaptive system that can automatically adjusts font size, line spacing and colour contrast. The user modeling system successfully
converted users’ preference across two different devices having different screen resolutions. Future studies will collect data from more users and will use more complicated tasks than the present study.

![Image](https://example.com/image1.png)

**Figure 2.** Application of Inclusive User Model

### 4. Conclusions

This paper presents an application of a user modeling system that is used to store a user profile online and uses it to adapt user interfaces across different applications running on different devices. The user model follows standardized format to store the profile so that it can be easily integrated to multiple applications developed by different development teams. Our user study confirms that systems adapted by the user modeling system are preferred by users and it also statistically significantly reduces task completion times.
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Abstract. The process of content personalization in planning of a city tour requires taking into account the presence of small groups of users. In this context, social network analysis may play an important role both in evaluating users’ common interests, and in determining users’ relationships. In particular, cohesion, dominance and mediation can be helpful in the design of automatic processes to help users in reaching a consensus. This paper provides initial insights towards this goal and cues to derive simple models of user dominance through intra-group ranking.
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1 Social Interaction and Decision Making

The long-term goal of our research is to provide tourist users with recommender systems and decision support applications. An example of such applications is a city tour planner. When tourists visit a city, they are usually aggregated in small groups and stay in the city only for few days. Hence, it is necessary to choose certain Points of Interest (POI) that maximize the group satisfaction, taking into account that the members’ preferences can be different.

Group recommendation approaches rely either on building a single user profile, resulting from the combination of users’ profiles, or on merging the recommendation lists of individual users, at runtime, using different group decision strategies. Many of these techniques do not consider the social relationships among group members [1], while the design and implementation of Group Recommendation Systems, and, more generally, of Decision Support Systems, should take into account the type of control in the group decision-making process [2]. For example, there may be cases where the participants follow a democratic process in order to find a possible solution, and cases where the group is supported by a human leader or mediator. Following to this idea, the work of [1] starts to evaluate the group members’ weights, in terms of their importance or influence, for TV recommendations.

\textsuperscript{*} The research leading to these results has received funding from the Italian Ministry of University and Research and EU under the PON OR.C.HE.S.T.R.A. project.
In this work we provide initial insight towards the evaluation of small group relationships (leadership and mediation) with the aim to use such analysis to automatically generate a consensus function. In particular, we take concepts from research on users connectivity in order to identify key users in Online Social Networks (OSNs). OSNs interaction analysis can provide a viable way to obtain information about the social relationships and pattern of activities among the group of visitors, without bothering the users with questions.

1.1 A Popularity Ranking in Online Social Networks

The analysis of relationships through OSNs relies on several centrality measures, as formalized in [3]. However, the basic definitions of these measures are only designed for binary networks, with symmetric relationships of equal value between all directly connected users, while, in reality, an individual has relationships of varying qualities [4].

In our work, to compute the users’ centrality, we took cues from the PageRank algorithm [5]. The idea behind this choice is to use a simple, but effective, algorithm to evaluate the rank of a person, interpreted as an index of popularity in a small group of friends. According to [6] concepts of popularity and leadership are highly correlated in close groups. A similar approach was used in [7], where the authors defined a centrality measure for undirected graphs. Instead, in this work, we present another variant that use directed and weighted graphs. In our opinion, the degree of activity of a person and the directionality of specific communication activities provides meaningful information on the social relationships. Our ranking is defined as follows:

$$R(x) = 1 - \frac{d}{|F|} + d \sum_{i \in F} \frac{w_{i,x}}{w_i} R(i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where, $|F|$ is the total number of Friends in the group $F$ and $d$ (with $0 \leq d \leq 1$) is a dampening factor (set to 0.85). According to Eq. 1, the user $x$ inherits a proportion of popularity from other $i$ group’s members. This is calculated considering both the $i$-th friend’s popularity and the weight of the communication activity of the $i$-th friend towards the user $x$ ($w_{i,x}$), normalized with respect to the total communication activity of the $i$-th friend with the group ($w_i$). Such weights are calculated considering some of the communication activities between two users on the OSN Facebook.com, collecting a combination of data arising from [8]. In particular, we use the number of posts and links published on the wall of the user $x$ by the user $i$; the number of comments and likes from the user $i$ on the posts published by the user $x$; the number of tags of user $x$ inserted by $i$. Finally, the same computation is done with the comments, likes and tags from the user $i$ on the photos of the user $x$. Note that the friend contribution is normalized with respect to its global activity with the group (as in PageRank). However, PageRank assumed only one link between pages $x$ and $i$ (hence, $i$ equally contributes to the centrality of all the pages it points to), while, here, we represent the weight of the directed connections from $i$ to $x$ determining the level of one-sided communication.
2 A Pilot Study

We conducted a pilot study with real users planning a trip in the city of Naples in order to gather useful information on social network relationships vs. face-to-face interactions. In our first pilot study we evaluated the behavior of 14 groups composed, on average, of 3.4 people. 46 users took part in the experimentation (26 male and 20 female). The average age was 27.3 with a graduate education. In half of the groups there was a mediator, which was identified as the person to whom we asked to create the group and to help the group in performing the experiment. The leader of each group was identified as the member with the highest score according to Eq. 1.

Each person was asked to register on a specific web site using the credentials of Facebook.com. Once registered, it was asked to imagine to plan a one-day visit to the city of Naples (Italy) and to select from a checklist of ten items only three activities (places to visit) for the day. After that, it was asked to select two places to eat (from a check list of eight). Since we do not want the user to be involved in strategic reasoning, we did not ask the user to express ratings and preferences among the selected choices. The group was, then, asked to discuss, face-to-face, in order to obtain a shared and unique decision for the group.

Table 1 summarizes the cumulative data of all groups involved in the experiment. For each group, the following data are calculated: the similarity percentage between the choices of the leader and the group final decision (Leader); the similarity percentage between the choices of the mediator, if applicable, and the group final decision (Mediator); the similarity percentage between of the choices of each users and the group final decision (Average).

From the amount of analyzed interactions, with a very high standard deviation, we can conclude that the groups’ behaviors on the OSN were very different and with a good value of cohesion (Average = 59%). Considering the aggregated data, the average similarity value of the leader choices (Leader) is on average 61%, which is comparable with the Average similarity, and the Mediator similarity (63%) with the final decision of the group. Apart from the aggregated data, that shows similar results on the average, what is interesting, from our point of view, is to compare the behavior of groups with a mediator with groups without this specific role. We observed that in the case of a member of the group acting as mediator the similarity of the group decision w.r.t. the leader was on average 53% (Lead & Med); instead, in the second case, the similarity with the leader was, on average, equal to 73% (Lead No Med). The p-value, calculated on these two sets, is 0.0058, which means that such difference is not due to chance. Finally, we analyzed the standard deviation of the leadership values (evaluated according to Eq. 1) for the set without a mediator and subdivided it in two sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Sim</th>
<th>Leader</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Mediator</th>
<th>Lead &amp; Med</th>
<th>Lead No Med</th>
<th>LNM Low STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>61 ± 17</td>
<td>59 ± 11</td>
<td>63 ± 13</td>
<td>53 ± 15</td>
<td>73 ± 10</td>
<td>75 ± 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Cumulative results in the pilot study.
The groups with low standard deviation (LNM Low STD), which is interpreted as a measure of cohesion and similarity in the behavior of the group members, showed a similarity of the leader choices with the group final decision of 75%. Hence, we can infer that, in case there is not a mediator, the leader got a much more important role in the consensus making, especially in close groups where the popularity index, we evaluated, better identifies a possible leader.

3 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we started to analyze the users’ interactions in a social network in order to gather useful information to help groups in decision-making. In particular, we were interested in the role of cohesion, dominance and mediation for reaching a consensus. We showed that it is possible to derive a simple model of user dominance, through intra-group ranking, and such a role is fundamental in the absence of a mediator.

In this pilot study we used a small number of alternatives for planning only a single day in a delimited neighbourhood of a city. The scalability of our results, increasing the number of choices with more complex real settings, have to be deeply analyzed, including also the possibility to express an explicit ranking on the selected choices. Moreover, we limited our groups to people (mainly friends) without any hierarchical relationships between them, while also social intra-group roles have to be taken into account.
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Abstract. There is widening use of open learner models (OLM) to support learning and promote metacognitive behaviours, but learner model visualisations do not typically include information about uncertainty. We consider findings from the field of information visualisation and apply these to OLMs. Examples are given for how uncertainty visualisation might be usefully achieved.
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1 Introduction

Open learner models (OLM) are learner models which are inspectable or can be directly interacted with in some way, by students or others [5]. There are now widening deployments of OLMs, especially at university level (e.g. [3,4,9,10,15,17]). The visualisations need to be understandable by users so that they can benefit from the purpose of the visualisations. These purposes are often to support or encourage metacognitive activities such as reflection, progress monitoring, planning and taking responsibility for learning [6], and studies have indicated improvements in learning with OLMs (e.g. [12,13,15]). Examples of OLM visualisations are given in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. OLM visualisations: skill meters, competency network, treemap, word cloud, smilies [4]

Uncertainty has long been a recognised problem in user and learner modelling (see [11]), with continuing interest in modelling techniques to overcome uncertainty in the modelling process (see examples in [8]), or methods to allow users to update or con-
tribute information to their models [5]. Nevertheless, some level of uncertainty may still be present. This has implications for personalisation in adaptive learning systems, but is also crucial in OLMs: if users access a visualisation of their knowledge, etc., to prompt metacognitive activities, how can uncertainty be incorporated into the visualisation to enable them to take appropriate decisions according to what is shown?

2 Uncertainty Visualisation

The field of information visualisation aims to communicate complex information in a way that enables people to more easily understand the data, and make appropriate inferences from it [7]. Ways of presenting information on the quality of data people reason over has received growing attention across a range of disciplines [2]. However, people can still have difficulty understanding visual representations of uncertainty even if trained in their use [16]. In education, learning analytics dashboards [18] and OLMs [5] are increasingly used, but instructors often have minimal training in how to interpret visualisations, and if uncertainty is involved, this can be even harder. Moreover, as one of the primary aims of OLMs is to encourage metacognitive behaviours in learners, failure to understand visualisations of their learner models and the uncertainty therein, can negatively impact users’ metacognitive processes and, consequently, their learning. We therefore propose some generic methods to visualise uncertainty in OLMs, with visual variables that can be processed pre-attentively [19] or selectively [1], such as position, closure, opacity or grain, while avoiding visual complexity that may impede pre-attentive processing [14]. We illustrate with the Next-TELL OLM, as it has multiple visualisations which are all used by students [4].

As shown in Figure 1, one of the visualisations uses skill meters. However, while quite easy to interpret, skill meters typically provide no information about the uncertainty of data. To avoid learners taking this as indisputable data, we propose indicating uncertainty using, for example, the skill meter fill (grain or opacity); or more precise uncertainty information represented similarly to error bars, as in Figure 2. For discrete skill meter-like visualisations (used in the Next-TELL OLM for users to input self, peer and teacher assessments), opacity could be incorporated to reflect uncertainty. The Next-TELL competency network uses node size and shade to indicate level of competency of elements within a domain structure. To avoid difficulty processing the information if additional features were included within the nodes, we propose grain or dashed outlines (closure) to map uncertainty in the information indicated by a node. In systems where uncertainty in relationships between nodes are modelled, manipulating the style of the connector lines is an option. The treemap uses only size to indicate competency strength. Therefore change in shade, grain or opacity could be used to indicate uncertainty. However, in the Next-TELL context, care must be taken to ensure consistency between visualisations (the competency network uses shading to show strength of competencies). Smilies are also available in the Next-TELL OLM, but adding other ‘face features’ would increase the complexity of the visualisation. We therefore propose opacity. Unlike common uses of word clouds to show word frequency (e.g. in a document or discussion), the Next-TELL word cloud indicates
strength of competencies or understanding. In cases of uncertainty, the arrangement of (part of) a word cloud could be made ‘messier’, to reflect this.

Reasons for including uncertainty in OLM visualisations not only apply to supporting decision-making relating to the next stage of learning, but can also help focus user attention onto exploring their agreement with the learner model data (e.g. by viewing the evidence for the model which is also available in the Next-TELL OLM, or to suggest changes to the OLM to improve its accuracy, such as in [12]).

Fig. 2. Uncertainty visualisations (left: low uncertainty; right: high uncertainty; shade: treemap)

4 Summary

There is increasing use of OLMs, but few consider uncertainty in model data. This paper has highlighted potential methods to indicate uncertainty in various OLM visualisations, based on principles of uncertainty visualisation and the knowledge that OLM users are typically not trained in visualisation interpretation. In many cases opacity is a solution, as long as there are no other variables that may result in opacity making the visualisation over-complex for processing. Other solutions include grain and closure. We recommend such approaches be considered by OLM designers.
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Abstract. In recent years there has been an increased interest in developing exploration–exploitation algorithms for image search. However, little research has been done as to what type of image search such techniques might be most beneficial. We present an interactive image retrieval system that combines Reinforcement Learning with an interface designed to allow users to actively engage in directing the search. Reinforcement Learning is used to model the user interests by allowing the system to trade off between exploration (unseen types of image) and exploitation (images the system thinks are relevant). A task-based user study indicates that for certain types of searches a traditional exploitation-based system is more than adequate, while for others a more complex system trading off exploration and exploitation is more beneficial.

Image retrieval techniques operating on meta-data, such as textual annotations, have become the industry standard. However, with the explosive growth of image collections, tagging new images quickly is not always possible. Secondly, there are many instances where image search by query is problematic, e.g. finding an illustration for an article about “youth”. A solution to such a problem is content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [6]. Early experiments show that CBIR can be improved through relevance feedback by involving the user in the search loop [1]. However, relevance feedback can lead to a context trap, where users specify the context so strictly that they can only exploit a limited area of information space. Combining exploration/exploitation strategies with relevance feedback is a popular attempt at avoiding the context trap [2, 3, 7]. However, few studies have been done showing the advantages (and disadvantages) of exploratory image retrieval systems. We report preliminary studies showing under what conditions exploratory image search might be most beneficial and where exploratory search may actually hinder the search results. For this purpose, we built a query-less image search system incorporating state of the art reinforcement learning (RL) techniques to allow the system to efficiently balance between exploration and exploitation.

System Overview. The system assists users in finding images in a database of unannotated images without query typing. The RL methods and interactive interface allow users to direct the search according to their interests. The interface and an example search are presented in Figure 1. The search starts with a display of a collage of images. To ensure that the initial set is a good representation of the entire image space, we cluster all the images in $k$ clusters, where $k$ is the number of displayed images and then we sample an image from each cluster. Our pre-user study shows that this technique provides a good starting point for the search. When the mouse hovers over an image,
a slide bar appears at the bottom allowing the user to rate that particular image. The feedback ranges from -1 (no interest to the user) to 1 (highly relevant). Users can score as many images as they like. Images not rated by the user are assumed to have score of 0. Each image can be displayed at most once throughout the entire search session. We illustrate the interface and interaction design through a walkthrough example. The user wants to find an image to illustrate an article about “city by night”. Initially (Figure 1a), the user is presented with a collage of images uniformly selected from the database and marks the fifth image in the second row and the second image in the third row as highly relevant. The user moves to the next iteration by pressing the “Next” button at the top of the page. In the second iteration (Figure 1b), more images related to “night” are presented and the user selects four images. In iterations 3 and 4 (Figures 1c and 1d), more relevant images are presented and the user can further narrow down his search.

To help the user to explore the image space, we use Gaussian Process bandits with Self-Organizing Maps (GP-SOM), with dependencies across arms, which in our system translates into similarities between images. The algorithm uses function $f$ that makes predictions with regards to the relevance of all the images to the user’s interests. When selecting the next set of images to display, the system might select images with the highest estimated relevance score but since the estimate of $f$ may be inaccurate, this exploitative choice might be suboptimal. Alternatively, the system might exploratively select an image for which the user feedback improves the accuracy of $f$, enabling better future image selections. A detailed description of the algorithm and the similarity measure between the images can be found in [5].

**Experiments.** We conducted a set of user studies to evaluate the impact of exploration on three types of searches [1]: (1) Target search - looking for a particular image; (2) Category search - looking for any image from a given category, e.g. image of a cat; (3)
Open search - browsing a collection of images without knowing what the target may look like. The study included three conditions: 1) our Gaussian Process system (GP), 2) a version of our system that uses only exploitation (EXPLOIT), and 3) a system that presents random images at each iteration (RAND). In EXPLOIT, the exploration level was set to 0, which means that the system can only present images similar to the ones marked as relevant. The same interface was used in all settings. We used the MIRFLICKR-25000 dataset [4] consisting of 25000 images from the social photography site Flickr and commonly used in assessment of image retrieval and annotation tasks. We recruited 20 post-graduate students to run the experiments. Each participant was asked to perform three tasks for all three types of searches, i.e. each participant performed 9 searchers. We counterbalanced between the tasks and the systems for each subject so that each task was performed the same number of times with each system. The participants were asked to finish the task when they find the target image (in target search) or when they feel they found the ideal image in category and open searches. In all the tasks, the search was limited to 25 iterations. In target search, participants were presented with an image and a short description of that image and then asked to look for that image. In category and open searches, no example images were provided and participants were only given a short description of what to look for, e.g. red rose or illustration for an article about gardening.

We measured the average number of iterations to complete each task (Figure 2), which is a standard performance measure to evaluate CBIR systems [1]. GP-SOM outperforms EXPLOIT and RAND in all search types indicating that adding exploration to image search provides better support for user needs. There is little difference between GP-SOM and EXPLOIT in target search, indicating that when users have a specific image in mind from the onset, adding exploration makes little improvement. GP-SOM is more suitable for searches that are more exploratory in nature, such as category or open search, where the user first wants to browse the dataset before deciding what image they really want. We also counted the cumulative number of images that received positive feedback over search sessions in order to assess users’ engagement in the search process (Figure 3). In target search, GP-SOM and EXPLOIT behave in a similar way. In category and open searches, GP-SOM displays relevant images throughout the search,
while EXPLOIT stops providing relevant images after about 10 iterations, which indicates that users “get stuck” in a very limited area of the image space.

![Image 1](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

![Image 2](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

![Image 3](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Fig. 3. Cumulative number of images marked as positive by user over iterations.

To summarize, GP-SOM exposes users to a higher number of relevant images in searches that are more vague in nature compared to EXPLOIT which narrows down the image space available to the user from the onset, which makes it more suited for target search. The results have significant implications for design of image retrieval system, where different strategies should be applied depending on the type of search, e.g. if we know that users will always make short searches then an EXPLOIT-type system will do a good job. However, if users have to perform longer open-ended searches (e.g. browsing a database of missing people), then a system based on exploration-exploitation might be more appropriate. In the future, we plan to run extensive user studies to get a better understanding of the relationship between search type and various levels of exploration.
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Abstract. Our research combines personalisation and tangible interaction to support visitors of cultural heritage sites. It is a complex setting of technology, people, objects and content all affecting each other and changing the final rendering and ultimately the visitor’s experience. We present a completely open architecture for the fast prototyping of such personalised experiences tuned to the physical context. We used it to test personalisation applied to different types of tangible interaction, i.e. a soundscape controlled via physical movements and the a book like device or a haptic device that leads to personal destinations.
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1 An Open Framework to Model Content and Context

To date, personalisation applied to cultural heritage has not experimented with the possibilities offered by tangible interaction [1]. This new area of research needs to develop tools that allow to explore the many facets personalisation can take when applied in a tangible and/or embodied context, e.g. when objects and spaces react to people’s presence, movement and gesture. Design uses fast prototyping as a technique to give form to an idea, show its strengths and weaknesses and identify new directions [2]. In computing most of the time prototypes are created to put forward a solution to a problem (experimental prototypes) or as steps toward the final product (evolutionary prototypes); but computational prototypes can be as exploratory as those developed in design that are informal, offers alternatives, are unstructured and messy, are used to communicate and then are thrown away [3]. The power of computational exploratory prototypes comes at an early stage in the project life cycle and lays in supporting the widest possible exploration of alternative solutions at the minimal cost. As part of meSch [6], we have developed such a framework for the fast prototyping of personalised interactive narratives, i.e. at any point in time the system has available many possible fragments of stories and has to decide which one is the right one for every specific dynamic user context. We are not prescriptive on which type of tangible interactive experiences will be offered to visitors: so far we have experimented with a magnifying glass, a book-like device, a haptic ovoid shell, a smart plinth and an interactive display case. The framework allows to experiment with personalised content in
all these settings and many more. The personalisation features come from a wide range of equally possible options; e.g. where the user physically is and where they have been; what is nearby; the type of device they interact with; what type of gesture/movement they make; their age, knowledge and interest; the content available and its media type; and many more [5]. Which set of features is more suitable for a given tangible interaction setting is what needs to be experimentally determined via fast prototyping. Further challenges are the computational constraints posed by small computational units and the increasing number of sensors for tangible interaction [4].

In our proposal small chunks of self-contained content are controlled by a set of triggers, high-level expressions of any kind such as interpretation of sensor data or the visitor’s selection of a specific theme. Specifically, seven elements model content, conditions and how to activate the first on the basis of the second:

- **Point of Interest** (POI): A POI marks a place in a cultural heritage site or an object in a museum. A POI is used to aggregate multiple content nodes or as a station in a multi-stage narrative.
- **Content Node**: A content node delivers its media if its activating condition is matched. The condition is defined by a set of pairs trigger-value. A content node may have predecessors, nodes that must be used before this one is activated, e.g. providing in-depth information.
- **Trigger**: A trigger is a personalisation feature with a discrete set of possible values. Triggers can map physical settings, people’s choices, stages in the story, locations, or anything else that can be a condition.
- **Context**: A context is a set of active triggers. It contains the current value of each trigger for which sensor data is available.
- **State**: The state holds the current context as well as the set of all visited nodes, so it captures the visit so far and the condition for the next selection.
- **Active Set**: the set of content nodes that can be selected, i.e. they don’t have any predecessors or the predecessors have been used already.
- **Inactive Set**: the set of content nodes for which the predecessor nodes are still to be used.

The openness of this framework is clear as both the content (nodes) and the conditions (triggers) can be anything we want to try. The creation of an interactive narrative prototype follows these stages: locations or objects that are part of an interactive story are associated to a POI; then a set of content nodes is defined for each POI to capture different layers or types of information; for every node the corresponding activation condition is defined, that is to say the set of triggers with their activation values must be listed; if any content had to be delivered before, a predecessor list is created.

The selection of which content node should be delivered at every point in time starts with the sorting of content nodes into two sets: Active or Inactive. At the start the active set contains all content nodes without predecessors while the inactive set contains all the nodes with a predecessor. This sorting reduces the computational time needed to test the context against nodes that cannot be activated anyway, a substantial advantage when the nodes are counted in hundreds. As the visit progresses, the context is continuously updated adding or removing triggers and their value; for example if a POI is reached, the location trigger is included in the context with the value corre-
sponding to this specific POI. Every time the context changes it is checked against all the nodes in the Active Set and a node is selected for delivery (if there is more than one candidate the selection is random). At this point the State is updated to include the newly activated node and the nodes in the Inactive set that have the selected node as predecessor are moved into the Active set (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Shift of nodes between Active/Inactive sets following the delivery of content.](image_url)

The activation mechanisms are completely independent from the content nodes and the triggers: defined both using XML, they can be extended or modified at any point in time without having to change the implementation at all thus supporting the prototyping of new interactive stories. A simulation mode allows to test at the desk what a specific visitor would receive when visiting in person; the only input required is the sequence of POIs the hypothetical visitor will follow.

The following section illustrates the framework using implemented prototypes.

### 3 Examples of Personalised Tangible Interactions

The Companion Novel (Fig. 1) is a book-like device complemented by a set of Bluetooth speakers located at POIs. Every page is a theme and the visitor can choose one (among 4 available) by placing a magnetic bookmark on a page. Designed for an outdoor setting, the Novel tracks the visitor walking the ground: when a POI is detected the Novel instructs the loudspeaker to play an attraction sound; if the visitor get closer to the POI a content specific to the theme currently selected is played.

![Figure 2. The Companion Novel delivers audio files to a visitor of an outdoor heritage.](image_url)

The Novel has 7 POI and 4 pages so 4 parallel themes. The content nodes for this prototype are audio only, but of 2 different types: the attraction sound and the story. Each POI holds 4 attraction sounds (one for each theme), and 4 stories (played when the visitor is close by) (Fig. 2). The triggers defined for the Novel are: themes (values 1-4) mapping the pages of the book; location (the 1-7 POI); proximity (‘far’ or...
When composed in a context the triggers capture the visitor’s choice (the theme); the visitor’s position (the location); their movement (proximity). At the beginning the visitor chooses the theme, for example Nature, and ‘theme: 1’ is put in the context; when the visitor enters the area of POI 5 the context is updated adding ‘location: 5’ and ‘proximity: in’. The trigger set of each node is checked against the current context: the node with triggers [theme:1 POI:5 proximity:in] is played. The visitor approaches POI-5; the sensor detects ‘proximity: close’ and updates the context accordingly starting a new node selection process for [theme:1 POI:5 proximity:close].

The Way Detector leads visitors to a very specific POI via haptic feedback: the closer to the target POI the stronger the vibration. The bottom round shape of the Way Detector fits the hand; on its top flat face are 4 small buttons, each one associated to a different POI. By selecting each button in turn the visitor is taken through the heritage stopping at four different stations where the visitors scans the Detector (which holds an NFC tag) and access the content nodes at the POI location: the content nodes are images and text displayed on tablets installed at each POI. By pressing button 3 the visitor has selected ‘POI:3’ and following the vibration they reach the location; the scan of the Detector updated the context in the tablet to [stage:3]; however the content nodes are played only if POI 1 and 2 have been already visited; this is achieved by the set of predecessors that create a chine of content nodes. If the order has not been followed, only the content node that hints to follow the order is displayed.

The two very different examples show how our framework allows to prototype different personalised interactive narratives that are instantiated in very different tangible contexts as both the content nodes and the triggers are defined by the application.
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Abstract. Fueled by the popularity of online learning and the widespread adoption of the Internet, educational materials are abundant online. However, it is unclear how the materials should be intelligently presented to different types of users. In this study, we examine how alternative search interfaces (list type vs. scatterplot type) influence users with different decision styles and consequently change their search behaviors and reactions to the interfaces. The two alternative interfaces were applied with different strengths while providing the same access to the underlying learning materials. A user study was conducted in a lab experiment setting, in which search interface was manipulated as a within-subject variable and presentation order as a between-subject variable. The findings indicate that the interface type has significant effects on the user behaviors and reactions with different decision styles.
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1 Introduction

The advancement of information technology has changed how people educate themselves. Online learning is widespread and popular as learning materials are abundant and mostly freely available on the Internet. Consequently, searching or sharing learning materials is an important aspect of learning that is supported by many commercial websites. Recognizing the importance of this phenomenon, IEEE Computer Society announced that “Supporting New Learning Styles” is a crucial trend in 2014 [1].

In processing and representing information, an emerging topic is the volume of data that can be visualized to reinforce human cognition. From this perspective, an important objective of information visualization is to project high-dimensional data onto low-dimensional interfaces [4]. Users can understand complex information intuitively with well-designed visualizations, which can also reduce the amount of cognitive effort required of users to find relevant information. Thus, from the perspective of information visualization, it would be beneficial to provide a set of information to users in a better form than in a textual list.

In this study, we examined the effects of two alternative search interfaces on user search behaviors and reactions. The interfaces, designed for supporting online learning
activities, consist of (1) a list type that provides a list of learning materials, mostly in the form of textual descriptions and (2) a scatterplot type that plots learning materials represented by icons in a two-dimensional graph. In addition to the main effects of interface differences on user behaviors and reactions, we examined the possibility that those effects vary with respect to individual differences such as decision style so that we can develop a deeper understanding of the interface effects.

2 Test System

In this system, lists of educational materials are visualized in two modes: list and scatterplot types (see Figure 1). The two types of view can be used to visualize the same set of materials. The list type page comprises a list view and a tag search window, which can be commonly seen in general search engines and online commerce websites, while the scatterplot type has a two-dimensional view, with difficulty on the horizontal axis and popularity on the vertical axis. These two alternative interfaces provide access to the same underlying learning materials with different strengths. The text-driven list type provides search results in the form of textual descriptions, whereas the graph-driven scatterplot type in the form of nodes located inside a scatterplot.

Fig. 1. List (left) and scatterplot (right) views shown to users in our study

3 Evaluation Method

Total fifty-three volunteers served as the experimental participants. All subjects went through two experimental blocks, in which task execution was followed by evaluation (one block for the list type and the other block for the scatterplot type). To prevent ordering effects, one group performed the list type experiment before the scatterplot type experiment, whereas the other group performed the scatterplot type experiment before the list type experiment. The subjects were assigned randomly to each of the two experimental conditions. 29 subjects firstly performed list type and then used scatterplot type interface, while 24 subjects performed with opposite order of interface.

The overall experimental procedure is shown in Figure 2. In the pretest session, we obtained demographic information, decision styles, and web search self-efficacy. After each experiment, the participants evaluated each task and information format (list and
scatterplot types) using a questionnaire. Participants answered the questions about the cognitive decision effort, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, satisfaction of using the interface, and continuous intention to use to measure the task performance. All of the items used a 7-point Likert-type scale.

Data bookmarked by the participants were recorded in the system’s database. To analyze the bookmarked data, we recruited 3 graders and let them judge the coincidence of the bookmarked materials with the given search topics. Every bookmarked record was graded by a 3-point scale where 0 = incorrect, 1 = partially correct, and 2 = correct. The majority of grades between three graders determined the final precision grade. If the three graders all had different opinions about the grade, a discussion among the three graders was additionally required to reconcile the differences. The average number of bookmarked materials and the precision score for each user were counted to measure the task performance.

4 Results and Conclusion

We performed quantitative comparisons of the user reactions and performances by analyzing the questionnaires. A paired samples t-test was performed to examine the effects of all information formats in the two interfaces. Perceived ease of use (t = 2.88, p < .01), satisfaction (t = 2.14, p < .05), and the number of bookmarks (t = 2.67, p < .05) differed significantly between the two interfaces. In addition, the cognitive decision effort (t = −1.84, p = .07) and continuous intention to use (t=1.80, p = .08) had effects on borderline-significance between the two interfaces. This means that users perceived the list type much easier to use than the scatterplot type because the cognitive decision effort, perceived ease of use, and satisfaction scores were all higher for the list type than the scatterplot type.

To analyze the relationships between users’ decision styles and reactions to the two interfaces, we performed a repeated measures ANOVA test to detect any moderating effects of decision making styles, measured along the sensing-intuition and thinking-feeling dimensions. Based on the decision making style questions, we found that there were 34 sensing-style subjects and 19 intuition-style subjects along the sensing-intuition dimension, while there were 25 thinking-style subjects and 28 feeling-style subjects along the thinking-feeling dimension.
For the sensing-intuition decision style, the perceived ease of use ($F = 6.67, p < .05$), satisfaction ($F = 7.67, p < .01$), continuous intention ($F = 11.24, p < .01$), and bookmarking precision score ($F = 5.53, p < .05$) differed significantly between the two interfaces. In addition, the cognitive decision effort ($F = 3.55, p = .07$) and perceived usefulness ($F = 2.92, p < .09$) had effects on the marginal significance between two interfaces. In case of the sensing style, the list type produced a lower cognitive decision effort score and higher perceived ease of use, usefulness, satisfaction, continuous intention, and bookmarking precision scores than the scatterplot type did. The opposite was true for the intuition style. This means that sensing-style users more easily and effectively used the list type interface, but intuition-style users found it easier and more effective to use the scatterplot type. This result confirms that sensing-style users performed better with the list type rather than scatterplot type interface, as opposed to intuition-style users who preferred the scatterplot type.

For the thinking-feeling decision style, the cognitive decision effort ($F = 4.70, p < .05$) differed significantly between the two interfaces. Moreover, the perceived ease of use ($F = 3.62, p = .06$) and bookmarking precision score ($F = 3.03, p = .09$) had marginally significant effects on the two interfaces. Specifically, thinking group users perceived that the scatterplot type demanded a lower level of cognitive decision effort than the list type did, in contrast to the feeling group users. At the same time, the thinking group users perceived that the scatterplot type was easier to use than the list type, in contrast to the feeling group users. Thus, people who prefer a thinking style theoretically tend to make decisions in a more reasonable, logical, and considered manner. In contrast, people with a feeling style tend to reach decisions by preferring a low tolerance for ambiguity and focusing on affections and intuitions [2]. Our results showed that feeling-style users perceived less cognitive decision effort and higher ease of use with the list type interface than with the scatterplot type.

In summary, we performed a laboratory experiment to determine their effectiveness across users with different decision making styles. Prior research [3] found that users’ cognitive style did impact their search behavior; the current study extends those prior studies by examining the effects of cognitive styles on user reactions and behaviors in two alternative user interfaces. The study results can facilitate the improved design of online search interfaces by web designers. For example, our study show that a scatterplot type interface is a preferable choice for intuition-style users while a list type interface is a preferable choice for the remaining, highlighting the need to develop an adaptive system that can accommodate different users’ decision styles and their preferences.
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Abstract. The current existence and continuous introduction of new social networks, provide a constant growth of the available information which can be used to create richer user profiles. Due to the disparity of this information centralized approaches to generate user models result in complex systems which can adapt with difficulty to the constant reshaping of information. For this reason there is a trend to create decentralized approaches for distributed user models. There are still two apparent constraints in these, one is the flexibility of the schema used to distribute the user model, and the other is the need for a centralized entity which facilitates communication and interoperability. We propose a peer to peer architecture to achieve a distributed user model. Each peer in the system acts as a standalone user model, it extracts and translates information into pre-defined templates, which are used to ensure interoperability when communicating with other peers, through an internal communication broker.

1 Introduction

Currently there is a plethora of social networks available, and new ones are being introduced constantly. The information found in these, range from information the users share to that generated from the interaction of the user with the system. Information from a single social network (referred as to information source from this point on) may be abundant enough to generate rich user profiles, which can be used for personalization services, recommendation services, etc. There is however an advantage in merging information from multiple information sources, to create richer user profiles [1].

In order to cope with this multitude of information sources, user modeling approaches evolved from centralized monolithic ones such as GUMO [3], GeniUS [5], UserML [7] to decentralized ones. A basic constraint of decentralized approaches is the interoperability of the information exchanged between parts of the system [3,4]. This is currently handled either by introducing a central component which handles the information exchange [1,10,9], or by homogenizing the schema to which the information is mapped [2].

In this paper we propose a peer to peer architecture to provide a fully decentralized system to generate and maintain distributed user models. Each peer in the system is made up of a User Model Translator (UMT) which encompasses
the necessary logic to extract and translate information from a social network into key:value pairs which are grouped into Templates. Templates are uniquely identifiable by a Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) which is a hash generated from the combination of the key parts of the key:value pairs. Peers communicate through a Broker which can exchange information between any peers in the system provided they support templates with matching UUIDs. Our vision is that for any number of information sources available, there will be a matching number of peers.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we provide a brief survey of the related work. In section 3 we describe our approach in detail. In Section ?? we go over a "Proof of Concept" which we developed in order to examine the feasibility of such system. Section 4 concludes this paper by going over our planned future work.

2 Related Work

In this section we will go over several of the previous approaches to create decentralized distributed user models.

In [1] the authors introduce a framework which can achieve interoperability of a distributed model via a centralized server called Mypes, where a single vector based user model is built per user by aligning the information from several information sources using hand crafted rules called alignments. PersonisAD [2] is defined as a distributed, active, scrutable model, which is capable of gathering information from different sensors about different users and combine their preferences to provide a richer experience. MobiTribe [10] is a system which focuses on mobile devices and its advantage is the fact that the the model itself is distributed in nature. The exchange of information between the devices and applications using the user modeling information is mediated by a centralized content management system. In [5] the authors present a vision of a distributed user model by creating single function stand alone agents which are responsible for storing a single attribute of a holistic vector based user model. Finally in [9] the authors present a decentralized architecture for sharing and re-using life logs from different systems. These are gathered by agents, which then forward the information to a centralized broker.

3 The P2P Distributed User Model

We propose a P2P architecture to generate and maintain a distributed user model, which uses pre-defined information exchange templates to communicate the user model. The information provision and exchange is controlled by standalone peers which contain the necessary logic to process, and store the information from a single information source.

Each peer is self contained and can act as stand-alone user model which only handles information from a single source. The objective however is to leverage information from multiple sources, without the need to handle the workload of
extracting, storing and processing this information individually. A peer not only extracts information, but it also translates it into pre-determined templates, in order to communicate it with other peers in the system. A peer can act either as a producer, a consumer or both, depending on its desired effect on the entire system.

A peer in the system is composed of three parts, the User Model Translator (UMT), the Templates it supports, and its internal Broker.

The UMT needs to be developed individually for each peer, and contains the necessary logic to extract information from a particular information source, and consequently translate it into key:value pairs for each type of information like in the following example \{name: John\}, \{lastname:Smith\}.

By translating the information into a basic exchangeable format, it can be grouped to correspond to any of the Templates which the agent supports. A Template is the specifications of a group of key:value pairs. The previous key:value examples could be part of the ”Basic Profile” template. Each template is identified by a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) which is generated using the key part of the key:value pairs. The process to generate the UUID starts by concatenating the string values of templates’ keys into a single string and subsequently we generate a hash of that value. The resulting hash is the UUID of the template and it determines its syntactical signature and uniqueness, not its semantic one.

There is no requirement for any peer in the system to support the exact same types or number of templates. Any peer can introduce new templates into the distributed model, which are defined by their UMT. These can be discovered and supported by other peers, through the internal Broker.

We need to determine the Level of Interoperability (LI) between any two peers. The LI between any n number of peers is determined by the number of matching template UUIDs they support. The LI determines whether two peers can communicate and exchange information at all.

Each peer contains its own broker. Through the broker a peer can determine the LI between other peers, the list of available templates in each peer, and the rules and pre-conditions in place to access the information from a particular peer. Not all templates of a peer are publicly accessible, only those that have been specified in the broker configuration.

Currently there is no LI threshold set in place to determine whether any two peers can communicate, but rather the brokers themselves analyze the lists of UUIDs which are exchanged during the initial handshaking process. It is possible for brokers to request the syntax of a template pertaining to a UUID which it does not currently support.

### 4 Future Work

In this paper we presented a P2P architecture to achieve a decentralized distributed user model. We believe this approach allows for the continuous expansion of the user model, in the form of a genealogy of peers. The information
exchanged between peers can be further reused to create connections and inferences which are not immediately present from a single information source, without the constraints and overhead of extracting and analyzing the information from multiple information sources by a single pre-defined non-extensible service.

There are two aspects of the peer which need to be extended, the first is to provide a method by determining the emphsematical signature of the templates, and the second is to extend the brokers contain the necessary functionality to enforce cross-boundaries policies, and expiration policies to ensure the privacy of the users information[11].

We have deployed a live version of the P2PUM which has four active peers in p2pum.imuresearch.eu.
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Abstract. Linked Open Data (LOD) provides a rich structured data. As the size of LOD grows, accessing the right information becomes more challenging. Especially, the commonly used ranked lists presentation of current LOD search engines is not effective for search tasks in unfamiliar domains. Recently, combination of clustering and personalized search gained more attention for this purpose. In this paper, we evaluate the impact of personalized concept-based search in terms of task assistance and user satisfaction, while comparing with the ranked lists. A user study was conducted with 32 subjects. Results showed that the personalized concept-based search enabled users to be more effective and efficient at performing both information gathering and fact finding tasks.
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1 Introduction

As the size of LOD grows, providing efficient search mechanisms becomes important. However, current LOD search engines (e.g. Sindice [1], Watson [2]) use ranked lists presentation, which is not efficient for information gathering search tasks in unfamiliar domains [3]. This is an important drawback since it is estimated that ~80% of Web queries are informational [11]. Faceted search overcomes this issue by assisting users with topics for interactive search and browsing [4]. However, facet creation depends on specific data and schema properties of underlying metadata and it can be difficult to generate useful facets to large and heterogeneous LOD [5]. In traditional Information Retrieval (IR), results clustering and personalized search are two popular methods for enhancing search efficacy. In clustering search, results are organized into categories for assisting users in results exploration and in query disambiguation. Results categorization is used widely such as Google categories or Yahoo Directories. Alternatively, personalized search aims to enhance retrieval by adapting results to context/interests of the user. On the other hand, [6] and [7] combine both results clustering and personalization in order to improve retrieval accuracy. [6] uses hierarchical clustering and user’s manual selections on these clusters to filter out relevant results. Whereas, [7] assumes that search results are clustered (such as using ODP) and they propose a personalized ranking algorithm for results re-ranking. Similarly, [9] combines results categorization and personalized IR techniques to provide a personalized...
concept-based search mechanism over LOD. In this approach, results are categorized based on a conceptual ontology, UMBEL (umbel.org) [8]. Then, based on the user’s click through data on concepts and results, the search results are adapted; for instance they apply concept re-ranking, results re-ranking, query expansion or concept suggestions [9]. The common aspect of [6, 7, 9] is that all approaches receive initial search results from a search engine and apply clustering (concepts) as the basis of the personalization. Although these approaches [6, 7, 9] individually evaluated the impact of their concept-based personalization, they only focused on retrieval precision and ignore the user aspects of such personalization. In this paper, we focus on this problem and evaluate personalized concept-based search against the ranked lists in terms of task assistance and user satisfaction. Then, we provide some preliminary conclusions.

2 Linked Open Data Search Approaches

Current LOD search engines use ranked lists to present search results [1] [2]. In this approach, results order depends on relevancy to the user query. Ranked lists work well if the user has a specific information need. However, by the nature of the LOD, resources are structured and often resources contain scattered data that is linked to other resources. This makes it even harder, for unfamiliar users, to search and explore the LOD. Faceted search [4] and personalized search [9] approaches are proposed to overcome this problem. In this work, we use [9] to compare with the ranked lists. In particular, results are grouped based on their concept categorizations [8]. Then, initial results are presented with no adaptation, where result categories are ranked according to relevance to the query. The following personalization is applied when the user interacts with the search system: (i) When a user selects a concept for exploration; all concepts are re-organized according to their semantic and syntactic similarity. In addition, within the selected concept, more relevant results are included using results re-ranking and query expansion as well as relevant concepts are suggested for results exploration. (ii) When the user clicks on a result, within the interacted concept, immediately personalization is applied. Such as, relevant results and concepts are added by query expansion and results re-ranking according to last N clicks of the users [9].

3 Evaluations and Analysis

3.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset: Our evaluation is based on information seeking tasks in a tourism domain, particularly “tourism in Killarney Ireland”. We selected a tourism domain since it suits well for data gathering and informational queries as well as users can issue specific queries as they learn the topic. We use the benchmark dataset as explained in [9].

Ranked List vs Personalized Concept-based Search: As a comparison, a purpose-built non-adaptive ranked list search system was created. For a fair comparison, the ranked list (i) uses the same underlying indexing and retrieval models, (ii) operates across the same dataset, and (iii) results are ranked according to relevancy to the query as with the personalized concept-based search. The only difference is that the personalized system categorizes and adapts the results to the click through data [9].
Tasks: The search tasks were inspired from Google popular search queries in our domain. In order to test different types of queries, 4 search tasks were prepared with varying level of specificity, such as from fact finding tasks to information gathering tasks [10]. The questions were deliberately very specific, this enabled users to decide if they were satisfied to complete the task. Task 1 and 3 contained a mixture of open-ended and fact finding questions. Task 2 and 4 contained open-ended questions.

Experiment: We used 32 participants from School of Computer Science and Statistics of Trinity College Dublin (1 master student, 20 PhD students, 9 post-docs and 2 academics). For a fair comparison, users were divided into two groups, such as Group A and Group B. Group A users performed either Task 1 or Task 3 using the ranked list first and then performed Task 2 or Task 4 using the personalized search. Similarly, Group B users performed Task 1 or Task 3 using the personalized system first and then performed Task 2 or Task 4 using the ranked list. Thus, all tasks were equally tested and both systems equally (and anonymously) presented as the first system.

3.2 Results and Analysis

Task Assistance: It is desirable that a system requires users to invest the least amount of effort in order to find relevant information as quickly as possible. The results from the task completion times revealed that the personalized concept-based search outperformed the ranked list with an average of 6.50 (m:ss) versus 10.48. Moreover, t-tests confirm that the results are indeed significant for each task (for Task 1 p=0.037, for Task 2 p=0.047, for Task 3 p=0.03 and for Task 4 p=0.003) as shown in Figure 1. It is also shown that Task 2 and especially Task 4 took considerably longer to complete using the ranked list compared to the personalized search. The reason for this could be that both Task 2 and Task 4 contained open-ended questions, compared to Task 1 and Task 3. Similarly, users formulated fewer queries across all tasks using the personalized system (Figure 1). Again t-tests confirm that the results are significant (for Task 1 p=0.045, for Task 2 p=0.031, for Task 3 p=0.017 and for Task 4 p<0.001). On average, users issued 6.46 queries using the ranked list to complete the tasks compared to average of 3.03 queries for the personalized system. Another aspect of task assistance is the number of viewed pages. It is desirable that the search system provides the best resources in the top results, thus users require few page views. The results showed that users consistently required more page views across all tasks using the ranked list (average of 10.56 versus 5.34 page views as shown in Figure 1). T-tests also confirms the significance (Task 1 p=0.048, Task 2 p=0.048, Task 3 p=0.038 and Task 4 p=0.013). This gain was mainly obtained by the personalization; results re-ranked as well as more relevant results were automatically pushed on top of the search list using category/results re-ranking and query expansion techniques using our system.

User Satisfaction: The findings were backed up by post-questionnaires as shown in Figure 2. These results are indeed statistically significant with p<0.001 for Q1-Q12. In addition, users strongly recognized and valued categorization (Q8 - with an average of 4.43 versus 1.78) and personalization aspects (Q12 - with an average of 3.96 versus 1.68). Moreover, personalized concept-based search achieved an average SUS usability score of 88.90 compared to 75.15 of the ranked list. This is an interesting finding, especially considering the familiarity of users with the traditional ranked lists. These
results are even more encouraging with personalization features like re-ranked lenses, re-ranked results and category suggestions, users thought that the personalized concept-based search was easy to use and better than the ranked list in terms of usability.

Q1: I had to search a lot before I found interesting content.
Q2: I spent less time querying and more time browsing.
Q3: I was less exposed to irrelevant content.
Q4: I did well on tasks.
Q5: The results structure and content was helpful to solve the tasks.
Q6: I am satisfied with the system performance, guidance and assistance.
Q7: I found the presentation of the search results helpful.
Q8: I found the categorization and grouping of search results helpful.
Q9: The result structure and content matched my expectations accurately.
Q10: The content composition generated by the system was easy to navigate.
Q11: I felt guided to relevant results.
Q12: The system guided me towards more personally relevant content.

Analysis: Personalized concept-based search enabled users to be efficient and effective at performing both information gathering and fact finding tasks as shown by task completion times, number of issued queries and viewed pages. Questionnaires backed up these findings. Results are indeed statistically significant for all metrics.
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Exploiting Wikipedia Categorization for Predicting Age and Gender of Blog Authors
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Abstract. For privacy reasons, personally identifiable information like age and gender of people is not available publicly. However, accurate prediction of such information has important applications in the fields of advertising, forensics and business intelligence. Existing methods for this problem have focused on classifier learning using content based features like word n-grams and style based features like Part of Speech (POS) n-grams. Two major drawbacks of previous approaches are: (1) they do not consider the semantic relation between words, and (2) they do not handle polysemy. We propose a novel method to address these drawbacks by representing the document using Wikipedia concepts and category information. Experimental results show that classifiers learned using such features along with previously used features help us achieve significantly better accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art methods. Indeed, feature selection shows that our novel features are more effective than previously used content based features.

1 Introduction

In recent years, exponential increase in textual information has sparked interest in automatically predicting personally identifiable information (PII) such as age and gender of users. Automatic prediction of age and gender has various applications in the fields of forensics, business intelligence and security.

Research in identifying author’s age and gender started with extensions of the earlier works on categorization and classification of text. Koppel et al. [2] exploited combinations of lexical and syntactic features to infer the gender. Koppel et al. [3] explored differences in writing style and content between male and female bloggers as well as among authors of different ages. Meina et al. [4] used an ensemble based classification method to determine age and gender. They used various content and style based features. The overview paper of the PAN Author Profiling task [5] discusses various approaches used by their participants. It states that participants used content based (bag of words, word n-grams, slang words, etc.), style based (POS, readability measures, punctuations etc.) features, and that the ensemble of all features performed better. However, the two major issues with the content based features used in above works are: (1) they do not consider the semantic relation between words, and (2) they do not handle polysemy. Our method addresses these issues by representing a document in the feature space of Wikipedia concepts and categories.
2 The Proposed Approach

People of different gender and age have different interests. Hence, there is a lot of contextual difference between blogs written by different people. In our approach we explore these contextual differences to predict age and gender of an author of a text. Our approach consists of two phases: Semantic representation of documents, and age and gender prediction.

2.1 Semantic Representation of Documents

We extracted Wikipedia concepts related to the entity mentions in the text for each document in the training corpus. For every Wikipedia concept, we found its categories in Wikipedia. In order to get an exhaustive list of categories, we recursively collected the categories up to five levels. We refer to the list of categories at level $i$ as $Cat_{Li}$. Our final document representation thus consists of a collection of Wikipedia concepts and categories. We refer to these features as Wikipedia semantic features.

**Preprocessing Data:** The text from blogs is preprocessed to remove HTML tags and unwanted boilerplate content like advertisements to get the clean data.

**Entity Linking:** We used TAGME API [1] to find Wikipedia concepts in the text. TAGME uses anchor text found in Wikipedia as spots (sequence of terms which are ambiguous) and the pages linked to them in Wikipedia as their possible senses. TAGME tackles the ambiguity and polysemy problems in the potentially many available anchor-page mappings by finding the collective agreement among them via scoring functions which are both fast to compute and effective.

**Finding Parent Categories for Wikipedia Concepts:** For all the Wikipedia concepts extracted in the previous step, their parent categories up to five levels are extracted. We created a Wikipedia category network using Wikipedia’s category corpus and the networkx library\(^1\) and traversed up to five levels on this network to obtain all parent categories. Semantically related words get mapped to similar set of Wikipedia categories at various levels; thus semantic relations between the words get captured in our approach.

2.2 Age and Gender Prediction

To predict the author’s profile, i.e., age group and gender of the author of a document, we used two machine learning classification models namely, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM).

**KNN:** Given a test document $q$, we represented the documents in terms of Wikipedia semantic features as mentioned in Subsection 2.1. We used Okapi-BM25F [6] distance metric to compute $k$ nearest neighbors to the test document. While computing Okapi-BM25F, we considered Wikipedia concepts and category at different levels as the fields.

**SVM:** We also learned SVM classifiers for age and gender prediction using Wikipedia semantic features, and content and style features.

---

\(^1\) [http://networkx.github.io/](http://networkx.github.io/)
3 Experiments

Dataset: We used PANTraining and PANTesting datasets provided by the 2013 PAN Author Profiling Task\(^2\). The class labels are Male and Female for gender, and three groups of age (10s: 13-17 yrs, 20s: 23-27 yrs and 30s: 33-47yrs). Dataset details are shown in Table 1. We divided PANTraining into two parts: 70% for training, 30% for validation.

KNN Classifier: For KNN classifier, we learned the boost factor for each field \(c\) using the validation set as \(\text{boost}_c = \frac{\text{AccWith}_c}{\text{AccWithout}_c}\). where, \(\text{AccWith}_c\) is the accuracy obtained by using field \(c\) alone, and \(\text{AccWithout}_c\) is the accuracy obtained by using all the other fields except \(c\). Figures 1 and 2 show that each of the features are important for the prediction task.

![Fig. 1. Accuracy with Particular Field Considered](image1)

![Fig. 2. Accuracy with Particular Field Ignored](image2)

On validation data, we obtained best accuracy at \(k=5\) for gender prediction and \(k=7\) for age prediction. Hence, we use these values of \(k\) while testing.

SVM: For SVM, along with Wikipedia semantic features, the following features are also used. (a) **Content based features**: These features analyse the content of the blogs. Koppel et al. [2] used unigrams as content features. In this work, we use unigrams, bigrams and trigrams as content based features. (b) **Style Features**: These are features which capture people’s writing styles. In this work, we use POS n-grams (upto trigrams) as style features. Various combination of above mentioned features are used for building classifiers. The size of the feature vector for these feature sets are listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>#Train Instances</th>
<th>#Test Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10s</td>
<td>17200</td>
<td>1776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20s</td>
<td>85800</td>
<td>9174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30s</td>
<td>133600</td>
<td>14408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Dataset Details (Equal Distribution for Males and Females)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>word n-grams</td>
<td>50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS n-grams</td>
<td>16000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia Semantic</td>
<td>300000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of Features for Gender and Age Classifiers

We learned the parameters of SVM using 10-fold cross validation on PANTraining data. Our experiments did not find other kernels to perform any better than the linear kernel. Table 3 compares accuracies of approaches using different combination of word n-grams, POS n-grams, our Wikipedia Semantic features and state-of-the-art method

\(^2\) http://www.webis.de/research/corpora/corpus-pan-labs-09-today/pan13-data/
on the PANTesting data. We also compared with Meina et al. [4]’s method that obtained the best accuracy in the PAN Author Profiling Task at CLEF 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia semantic</td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>56.42</td>
<td>61.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia semantic</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>56.61</td>
<td>61.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word n-grams</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>53.21</td>
<td>56.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS n-grams</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>54.56</td>
<td>57.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia semantic + word n-grams</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>57.27</td>
<td>62.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia semantic + POS n-grams</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>58.39</td>
<td>63.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia semantic + word n-grams + POS n-grams</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>62.12</td>
<td>66.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meina et al. [4]</td>
<td></td>
<td>59.21</td>
<td>64.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Accuracy Comparison of Various Approaches on PANTesting Data

Accuracy comparisons in Table 3 show that our Wikipedia semantic features are better than the word n-gram based features, and combination of all features yields the best accuracy.

4 Conclusions

We studied the problem of age and gender prediction. We leveraged the document representation using Wikipedia concepts and category information as features for KNN and SVM classification. Experimental results show that the proposed approach beats the best approach for a similar task at CLEF 2013. By enhancing the entity linking part of the proposed system, overall accuracy of the age and gender prediction can be further improved. In the future, we would like to limit our reliance on entity linking and also explore other learning algorithms and robust features that can help in predicting the age and gender of the author of a document.
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Abstract. This paper presents preliminary work towards personalizing and recommending social network games based on a user’s player type. In particular, we present research aimed at supporting such personalization through the prediction of player type from automatically collected user data. We first provide a brief overview of player types, and then outline several data sources that we gathered from a popular social network game to study the feasibility of player type predictions. Finally, we perform a preliminary analysis using one of these sources, namely music interests.

Keywords: Games User Research, Personalization, Machine Learning

1 Introduction

As of 2013, over 250 million users regularly play games each month on Facebook [1]. With the explosive growth and widespread popularity of social network gaming, players are faced with the increasingly difficult challenge of discovering games that are enjoyable and remain engaging. To address this concern, the long-term goal of our research is to improve users’ social network gaming experience through personalization. Previous research pertaining to user differences in online gaming environments has typically focused on characterizing player behaviors and preferences using the Big-5 personality traits [2, 3, 4]. However, a potentially more relevant trait that ought to be considered in games is player type, which characterizes users based on the games they prefer, as well as their individual playing styles [5]. By taking into account player type, personalizing a user’s game experience within a game could be implemented in order to improve player engagement by offering, for example, additional in-game content like extra quests or virtual goods. Furthermore, matching player types across games would also be advantageous to both players and advertisers/traffic-exchangers, since players could be offered games that more strongly match their individual player type. Unfortunately, administering questionnaires to ascertain player type is costly, and can have a potentially negative impact on players by intruding their game experience, and may even make them feel uncomfortable. In this paper we provide a brief overview of player types, and outline two data sources we collected to study the feasibility of automatically inferring player type from: i) general user interests available through the Facebook social graph; and ii) user behavior data.
As a first step to investigate the feasibility of utilizing these data sources, we present a preliminary prediction analysis using users’ Facebook music interests.

2 Player Type

Player type can be measured using the BrainHex player typology [6], which provides a model based on prior findings from player research and neurobiology. This model has been applied successfully to adapt persuasive games to player types [7], and to develop design guidelines for personalized game systems [8]. It distinguishes between the following 7 different types of players: ‘Achievers’ are often satisfied by completing tasks or collecting things (e.g., badges). They are goal-oriented and motivated by the reward of achieving long-term goals [5]. ‘Conquerors’ enjoy struggling and the defeat of difficult opponents before achieving victory. They show forceful behavior, and channel their anger to face and overcome difficult challenges. ‘Daredevils’ are excited by the thrill of taking risks and enjoy playing on the edge. The enjoyment of game activities such as navigating dizzying platforms, rushing around at high speeds while still in control characterizes the Daredevil. ‘Masterminds’ enjoy solving puzzles, devising strategies to overcome difficult puzzles, and making efficient decisions. ‘Seekers’ enjoy exploring things and discovering their surroundings. They are curious, have sustained interest, and love sense-stimulating activities. ‘Socialisers’ enjoy interacting with others. For instance, they like talking, helping, and hanging around with people they trust. ‘Survivors’ love the experience associated with terrifying scenes and the thrill of escaping from scary situations.

3 Data Sources & Collection

Our pool of users was obtained via a Facebook game, Pot Farm, where players perform actions such as planting and harvesting crops, collecting gold, completing quests, and unlocking achievements (see [9] for an overview of ‘Ville style games). In order to gather ground-truth values for users’ player types, we collected 3487 BrainHex player type questionnaires over a period of one week. Participation was optional and players were offered a reward of premium in-game content for completion. Given that reliability is always a concern with online surveys, data was cleaned via several methods and resulted in 2009 valid users.

**Facebook Profile Interests:** For each of the users who completed the BrainHex player type questionnaire, we collected preference data available to us according to the permissions enabled when a user installs Facebook games. This data consisted of three categories: Music interests, Movie/Television interests, and Game interests. In total, we obtained profile data from 1899 users (i.e., approx. 55% of surveyed users).

This data source is particularly interesting because it can be obtained independent of any specific game, and thus game personalization and recommendation can be performed without requiring any prior game experience. In fact, it has been reported that one third of users opting to play games on Facebook are entirely new to gaming, meaning that social network gaming is their first exposure to gaming [10]. This sug-
gests that many of these new users may have either a minimal or limited understanding regarding their own player type, which highlights an even greater need to offer personalization by detecting player type based solely on other existing interests.

**Game Telemetry:** In addition to gathering general Facebook profile information, we also collected users’ in-game behaviour such as logins, achievements, level, etc. While this data source is richer in terms of games-related behavior, a potential limitation is that it is restricted to events from one game. Therefore, while results will be very useful for in-game personalization for this game, they might not apply to other games. Nevertheless, our intuition is that there likely exist certain types of actions that will be indicative of general player type(s), therefore it could be transferrable to the personalization and/or recommendation of other games.

4 Prediction Experiments Based on Music Interests

In the previous section, we outlined multiple data sources and our intention is to evaluate each of them as candidates to predict player type. As a preliminary investigation, we selected Facebook profile music interests as a first step to understanding the feasibility of such predictions. Research has already shown that music preference relates to personality [11], and personality in turn has been linked to online games [2, 3, 4]. Therefore, since the player type constructs have roots in psychological typology, our supposition is that music interests could be a promising data source to predict player type. Additionally, we also had intuitions regarding the connection between playing style with music style. For example, *Daredevils* or *Survivors* may prefer musical moods that are more aggressive (e.g., heavy metal or industrial/trance).

In order to capture the general mood of a user’s music interests, we first obtained a set of mood tags for each music interest from a popular music website Allmusic.com. Mood tags are used to describe musical qualities based on the emotional or aesthetic properties of a given band/artist (e.g., cheerful, rowdy, sensual). Next, we counted the frequency of each mood tag, and used these values as features for our classifier. Since there are 7 player type constructs, and each user can be classified to one or multiple player types, we ran a separate classifier on each type. Our classification experiments use the WEKA data mining toolkit for model learning and evaluation. Using 10-fold cross validation, we evaluated several algorithms using correlation-based feature selection method. R values for the top two classifiers are reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Seeker</th>
<th>Survivor</th>
<th>Mastermind</th>
<th>Conqueror</th>
<th>Socialiser</th>
<th>Daredevil</th>
<th>Achiever</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Regression</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Table</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These initial results are not very strong and indicate the need for either an improved theoretical approach, or that music interests and player type are not directly related. One interpretation is that the relationship between everyday life personality and music interests does not necessarily match their personality or player type in online games.
5 Conclusions and Future Work

The main goal of our work is to personalize the social network gaming experience by considering a user's player type. In this paper, we provided an overview of different player types, and presented several potential data sources for automatic predictions. Finally, we performed a preliminary prediction analysis using one of these sources, i.e., music interests. While these initial results were rather weak, our future work will consist of the following: in addition to performing classification experiments using movies/television and games interests, we will investigate several features presented by Golbeck et al. [12], who successfully predict personality from a user's Facebook profile using methods that incorporate linguistic and structural features. In our future work, we also aim to use a more theoretical approach, for example, by categorizing the genres of music interests into the four music-preference dimensions identified in [13], which has already been shown to relate to personality. Lastly, we plan on analyzing the game telemetry data, which consists of several months worth of recorded in-game user behaviour.

Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge the support for this work from the Mathematics of Information Technology and Complex Systems (MITACS) Accelerate Program, as well as East Side Games Studio. A very special thanks to Alex Miller for providing programming support.
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Abstract. Modeling the information relevant to mobile users has primarily focused on the current activity location and occasionally the immediate next activity. We suggest a more forward-looking approach may provide additional insight as to what is relevant to a user beyond their immediate surroundings. We empirically demonstrate modeling what activities are currently being planned and the time frame for how far in the future the activity will be executed can be made with high precision and recall.

1 Introduction

Modeling what is relevant to a user has been an area of continual interest in recommender systems. Within mobile systems, the majority of models do not extend beyond the immediate environment except perhaps trying to predict the next location. Some works have had current context include data such as time availability, real-time weather or traffic updates and real-time events such as accidents [1–3]. These types of approaches overlook that while sometimes people make spur of the moment decisions on what to do next in the immediate area, for a large number of activities the decisions have been made hours or even days earlier through preplanning [4]. We believe benefit can be gained by extending these models to take into account this planning behavior.

We propose to predict what is currently being planned and for how far in the future, or the planning target. Recognizing that a plan is being made for a specific activity at a specific time window may provide information that results in a significant improvement of determining relevant immediate recommendations and thus improving the overall mobile user’s experience beyond just considering their immediate surroundings.

2 Planning Targets/Horizons

An important aspect of planning targets is the length of time between when an activity is planned and its actual execution, referred to as the planning horizon [5]. Planning horizon can range from far in advance, such as a visit to the doctor planned several weeks ahead, to spur of the moment, such as an urgent...
stop to get gas. A typical person’s day has a mix of routine and actively planned activities with a more finite planning horizon. For most people, plans are continuously made and finalized throughout the day for varying planning horizons [4]. For example, a person might be making reservations for dinner the next morning, followed by an impulsive decision to grab a snack, followed by making plans for meeting a friend for lunch in an hour.

3 Methodology

For this work, we assess how well a person’s planning targets can be predicted at a point in time during a person’s day against empirical data derived from the Computerized Household Activity Scheduling Elicitor (CHASE) survey conducted in Toronto in 2002-03 [6]. The CHASE survey captured a detailed accounting of the activity scheduling process of adult members of 271 households over a one-week period. This included capturing the time frame for when each activity was planned, in addition to observed activity attributes such as start time, end time, location, involved persons, and category of the activity. The activities were broken down into 11 categories: active recreation; drop-off/pick-up; entertainment; household obligations; meals; basic needs; other; services; shopping; social; and work/school. The planning time frame included routine, X number of days ago, more than 2 hours before, 1-2 hours before, less than one hour before, and just prior.

To model the planning targets for a participant the activities and their planning horizons were used to construct a time line for each day. The day was discretized into 6 time segments. For each of these time segments a series of possible planning target entries were created that consisted of the combination of a specific activity type and one of three planning horizons (1-2 hours prior, more than 2 hours prior, or 1-2 days before) for a total of 33 possible planning targets for each time segment. The data set was then encoded such that for each user, if one of the 33 possible targets was indicated it was marked as being active, otherwise it was encoded as a negative example. The current activity type and user demographics of age, employment status, and gender were then selected based on information gain to train C4.5 classifiers for whether for a given time a planning target for that activity was active. For measuring prediction performance, we use the information retrieval metrics of precision and recall to evaluate the identified planning target vs. the actual planning target.

4 Results

Below we compare the precision and recall across the activity types captured in CHASE for the various planning horizons. All results reported are based on a 10-fold cross validation methodology. As Figure 1 shows by training on each of the different planning horizons the planning activity can be predicted well across all of the activity types, ranging from .80 to just over .89 precision. Interesting to note are the activities types where a longer planning horizon was more precise,
including ‘services’, ‘meals’, and ‘social’. This is likely explained by the need for more coordination of these activities as they often involve other people, making the timing for when that coordination would occur more predictable. For example some service activities require appointments with others such as doctors, hair stylist, etc. which are more predictable when looking 1-2 days in the future.

Also interesting to note are activities such as ‘basic needs’ and ‘active recreation’ where precision was highest for the shortest planning horizon, but lower as the planning horizon became longer. A notable similarity between these activities is they often don’t involve other people and require relatively little planning. The other trait observed in the C4.5 trees that stood out from other activity types was that these classifiers were more highly dependent on the immediately surrounding activities. This may reflect the planning of these activities being consistently occurring (if not triggered) after an activity type(s) occurs.

A somewhat unexpected pattern was observed for ‘Work-School’ that had a pronounced dip in precision in the mid-range 1-2 hour period, but higher precision in the short and longer horizons. This may reflect the haphazard way work plans made 2 hours in the future on the same day are made. However, additional investigation is needed to determine the cause for this difference with more confidence. Figure 1 displays the recall comparison of these same planning horizons.

Figure 1 displays the recall comparison of these same planning horizons. Across nearly all activity types, being able to recall a greater portion of planning activity was possible with a longer planning horizon. Intuitively this makes sense as being able to identify a higher proportion of the time when an activity type needs to be planned a day or two in the future seems easier than the same task within a day when considering the additional level of granularity being considered when windows as small as 1-2 hours are being considered.
5 Conclusions

Being able to anticipate when activities are being planned and the planning horizon for those activities may provide valuable insight in what data is the most relevant to the user. As the results demonstrate, with some basic information about the user and their current activity, the activities that are currently being planned can be modeled to identify these planning interests highly successfully. Of further interest, the predictability of this planning behavior varies across activity type and planning horizon. These findings and the potential reasons behind these differences advance the understanding of what may be relevant to a mobile user throughout the course of their activities and travels beyond just their immediate area. A broader implication of this work is that the field’s current approach to identifying the information relevant to a mobile user is likely missing a significant opportunity to broaden the information returned while maintaining a high degree of relevancy. One potential way to leverage this data would be to combine the predicted activity and desired time frame with a weighting scheme based on the utility of adding different options to the user’s plans through an approach such as that suggested by Horvitz et al. [7]. Because with mobile users it is rare that a single activity is considered in isolation due to travel times etc., in future work we plan to explore methods of recommending a bag/group of activities that match multiple predicted planning targets based on the combined utility of each activity need and convenience of combining trips.
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Abstract. This paper presents GroupCollaborate2, a prototype Participatory GIS for the management of 3D community maps which support the shared design of public policies by offering a virtual representation of the territory and by enabling the crowdsourcing of heterogeneous types of contributions, including documents, 3D models and comments, within focus groups. The paper sketches user requirements and personalization opportunities for this type of application.
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1 Introduction

Public Administrations use web-based crowdsourcing platforms to extend participation in public policy making beyond representatives of major stakeholders. For this purpose, Participatory GIS support the publication of information and the collection of people's feedback in geographical maps, as this is an immediate visualization format for geo-referenced data. The concept underlying such systems is the Community Map, intended as a way to represent people’s view of a certain area and value attached to places or elements of their living space by gathering and presenting site-specific data; see [1].

Most participatory GIS handle bidimensional maps and collect textual feedback from users. However, the provision of virtual representations of the territory and the integration of other types of contributions, such as 3D information, are important to (i) improve the understanding of the intended effects of planned policies and (ii) enable people to make synthetic and expressive proposals. Moreover, the integration of advanced search features can enhance the exploration of the information space.

Our view is therefore that community maps should be enriched with interactive features to provide a flexible support to information sharing, access and communication. With this idea in mind we developed GroupCollaborate2, a Participatory GIS which enables the on-line sharing and editing of geo-localized documents and 3D models. The system supports the establishment of discussion groups similar to those used in participatory processes and it enables group members to communicate, share information and search for information within a community map which provides a virtual representation of the territory, of the collected proposals and of the emerging opinions about them.

* This work was partially supported by the University of Torino, grant “Supporto intelligente e flessibile all’esecuzione di attività collaborativa complesse”.
key aspect of our system is the provision of information filtering features supporting the visualization of maps which reflect specific interests.

We designed GroupCollaborate2 in a user-centered development model, involving domain experts and generic internet users as these are expected to use this type of Participatory GIS. A very preliminary test with a restricted number of users has provided initial, promising results which we will further validate. Moreover, it has provided a few personalization requirements to be investigated.

2 GroupCollaborate2

![Community map](image)

Fig. 1. Community map displaying geo-referenced documents (markers labeled with letters in the bottom part of the map) and 3D models (located in the upper part of the map).

The system enables to create open and closed discussion groups supporting the collaboration to the development of shared plans. Group members can communicate with each other and send messages to the whole group via e-mail. Within a group, users interact with a community map which represents the entry point to shared information items and which can be visualized as a bi/three-dimensional map. The system enables users to share and collaboratively edit geo-referenced documents of various types (e.g., text, drawings, spreadsheets); moreover, it supports the sharing of 3D models and the sketching of drawings (lines, polygons) in the map.

All the geo-referenced items shared within a discussion group can be visualized in the community map and users can publish comments about them. Moreover, the system supports the dynamic generation of community maps reflecting individual information
needs by offering a tag-based classification and filtering of items, as well as the possibility to search documents by name or by included words.

Figure 1 shows the user interface of the system (in Italian) and in particular the three-dimensional community map for a sample discussion group named “Bruino”.

- The top of the page shows the links supporting the content-based search for documents (“Cerca File”), the tag-based filtering of items (“Filtra per Tag”) for restricting the set of items visualized in the map. Moreover, it shows the (“Nuovo contenuto”) link for: (i) creating or uploading a document; (ii) uploading an existing 3D model from a repository (e.g., a KMZ model), or (iii) drafting a new 3D item in the map. Items have to be enriched with metadata (title, author, description) for presentation purposes and can be tagged according to user-generated tags. New 3D items can be drafted by means of an editor which enables the user to draw broken lines and polygons (or to resize them) by double clicking their vertexes in the map. The editor also allows the selection of the color, height and orientation of items, and the thickness of lines.

- The community map shows the items satisfying the search criterion (all items, or the selected ones). It displays documents as markers; e.g., A and B at the bottom of the map in Figure 1. Moreover, it displays 3D models as shapes; e.g., the figure shows, among the other, two houses (“Villa 1” and “Villa 2”, uploaded as 3D models), a blue polygon drafted on the map to represent a building, and a green area delimiting a playground with benches and fountain. Each marker/3D model can be clicked to view its metadata. Moreover, markers can be clicked to view the content of the associated documents which can be edited or not, depending on their format and permissions. Furthermore, maps can be zoomed.

- The right portion of the page displays items as a checkable list which allows the user to further refine the elements to be shown. For each item, a row reports (i) its metadata, (ii) a link to revise or remove the item (if the user has permission), and (iii) a link which displays the number of comments associated to the item and that enables the user to view/add new ones.

Domain experts who tested the system strongly appreciated the integration of search, filtering, access, modification and commenting features in a community map, as this enables them to analyze and discuss ongoing proposals using a unified environment which provides immediate visualization of geo-data. Moreover, they suggested to introduce new functions. For instance, they proposed to enable users to handle personal views on content based on concept selection (e.g., only scholastic buildings, sport and leisure facilities, etc.) and on the role of users in participatory processes (e.g., generic citizen, Public Administration, etc.), as well as to introduce subgroup management features aimed at supporting focused discussions among selected representatives of the population. These aspects open research paths on data representation (to classify content by concepts), user modeling (to understand the user’s interests and model user groups) and manual/automatic maps adaptation to derive personal views focused on specific interests. Moreover, there are interesting research avenues in the analysis of people sentiment towards specific public policies and about participation culture.

From the viewpoint of usability, the user interface has a neat layout to address basic W3C accessibility guidelines. Various features could be added to support different types
of interaction with users. E.g., the design of simple 3D items might be supported by introducing libraries of shapes to be dragged and dropped. Moreover, sophisticated tools might be proposed to draft complex polygons with irregular shapes; e.g., see [2].

GroupCollaborate2 is a Java web-based application and uses open APIs for the integration of various functions; e.g., Google Map and Google Earth APIs for the representation of the community map; the OAuth protocol for authenticating users, and the Google Drive APIs for data storage. The user interface of the system is developed in HTML5 using JavaScript for interacting with the maps and AJAX to speed up the visualization of the user interface. Moreover, the Google Earth plug-in is used to simulate 3D environments in the user’s browser. As the plug-in for mobile phones is not available, GroupCollaborate2 is not accessible from mobile devices. However, device dependence should be overcome in the next future thanks to the integration of HTML5 with the WebGL standard for graphic user interfaces, currently under definition.

3 Related Work

A few Participatory GIS projects support 3D information management. E.g., LIVE+GOV (http://liveandgov.eu/) combines AR and VR techniques with social networks in order to enable internet users to upload and receive geo-localized information about a city, as well as to participate in polls and discussions. Min Stad (http://minstad.goteborg.se/minstad/index.do) integrates GIS with social networks enabling users to upload 3D contents and to publish comments. In comparison, GroupCollaborate2 lacks the support to deliberation provided by polls and a connection to existing social networks. However, it improves crowdsourcing support by enabling users to share and collaboratively edit heterogeneous types of contents in thematic discussion groups with consequent information hiding. Moreover, it supports tag-based and content-based search for information thus enabling the generation of customized community maps.

4 Conclusions

GroupCollaborate2 is an attempt to integrate community mapping, communication, information sharing and filtering in a Participatory GIS supporting focus group discussion. While the current prototype is devoted to basic user collaboration, the next steps in its development will focus on extending it with personalization features supporting the provision of adaptive community maps. We thank Giuseppe Scaramuzzino for his work on the first version of the system.
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Abstract. In this paper the YummyKarachi system is presented; it is a combined restaurant and safe routes recommender system for an unsafe city such as Karachi. YummyKarachi utilizes a hybrid model combining service recommendations with route recommendations in a map-based user interface. It utilizes tweets arriving in real-time to search for danger zones within the city, and it generates restaurant recommendations while taking into account security conditions of the city.

1 Introduction

Recently Karachi was declared as the most dangerous megacity of the world by the US Foreign Policy Magazine5, and rightly so as the city has often been struck by extreme incidents of shootings and blasts over recent years. The nature of dangers in this metropolis of Pakistan is peculiar in that danger in one part of the city does not affect other parts of the city due to the huge size and population of the city. In this scenario, citizens are often confronted with the problem of finding out the security conditions of various zones within the city, and this is particularly the case when planning how to reach restaurants6. Currently the citizens of Karachi rely on local news services and sms technology to receive updates about a particular location, and to be informed on the overall security situation of the city. However, these solutions do not provide updates in real-time and hence, they cannot be relied upon.

5 http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/09/03/cooking_in_karachi_meth_pakistan?page=0,0
6 Note that this does not imply insensitivity on the part of citizens of Karachi but a necessary outcome of the huge size of the metropolis.
As a solution we propose YummyKarachi, which is a restaurant recommendation system that provides recommendations of interesting places to eat/drink while taking into account the security situation of the entire city. The proposed system processes tweets arriving in real-time to discover the dangerous zones of the city. Furthermore, the system implements a novel approach that utilizes various rating levels for the restaurant recommendation problem.

2 Related Work

Tourism serves as a primary application area when it comes to mobile environments, and an increasing number of mobile services have been proposed to aid the traveller before, during and after the travel [7]. In this context, the information overload problem tends to make it more and more difficult for travellers to find the right information that is needed to complete a particular task (e.g., choosing a movie, or planning a trip); hence, mobile recommendation systems offer information filtering and decision-making support in such situations [5]. The tasks supported by mobile recommendation systems involve tourist recommendations including service recommendations (i.e., restaurants, transportation services etc.) [1, 4], route recommendations [6], and information recommendation [3]. Within YummyKarachi, we propose a hybrid model that combines service recommendations with route recommendations in a map-based user interface.

Recently, the focus of route recommendation services has moved towards the suggestion of safe routes, and as an example Kim et al. propose to use the sentiment expressed in tweets for determining the crime hotspots thereby recommending routes that exclude the crime areas [2]. Similar to Kim et al., we propose the use of tweets for detection of danger zones in a city, but instead of utilizing sentiments we use explicit “alert terms” extracted from tweets.

Fig. 1: A Snapshot of Map-Based UI Depicting Danger Zones
3 Methodology and System Overview

YummyKarachi includes a back-end tweet processing module that scans tweets for detecting what we call alert terms. These alert terms are extracted by mining tweets related to terror incidents. To the aim of defining a base of “alert terms” we have first used the Twitter search API to search for tweets related to “Karachi”; note that we search for tweets with hashtag #khialerts since citizen journalists and social media activists use it for reporting about events in Karachi. This step has then been followed by a manual annotation of tweets relating to a danger event such as a shooting incident or bomb blast with the annotation marking whether or not the tweet is relevant to the event\(^7\). We have then used the tweets marked as relevant to extract alert terms by asking the annotators to provide the strongest term indicative of a danger, and the terms chosen by all three annotators have been used as alert terms. A similar methodology is followed for terms indicating a traffic blockage. Unlike the approach in [2], YummyKarachi does not rely on geo-tagged tweets\(^8\); instead its tweet-processing module makes use of the Twitter API to fetch tweets with hashtag #khialerts along with tweets issued by security analysts and journalists of Karachi, while finally scanning fetched tweets for names of Karachi zones extracted from Wikipedia. Corresponding to each zone a danger level is computed by counting the number of tweets in which any of the alert terms occur. The danger zones are then shown in a map-based user interface with varying levels of intensity of the red color (see Figure 1). At the same time, YummyKarachi also shows the zones with heavy traffic, and this feature is included to further facilitate the citizens of Karachi. Finally, YummyKarachi recommends a navigation path to the user’s recommended restaurants by taking into account the danger zones i.e., it recommends the routes with no danger zones or with the minimum amount of danger zones.

The recommendation module of YummyKarachi introduces a novel three-level rating module to produce restaurant recommendations. We adopt a standard collaborative filtering methodology and we apply the matrix factorization module of singular value decomposition to produce restaurant recommendations. However, the user-item ratings are combined on three levels based on the following user preferences: i) cuisine, ii) food item, and iii) restaurants. We use a linear combination for the user similarity scores generated from each of the above three ratings. The categories and food items available in each restaurant are obtained by crawling the menus of these restaurants that are available on food portal web sites. This offers the opportunity to take into account user preferences on a multi-granular level. As an example, consider a group of users who express preference for the cuisine type “Italian” and the food items of “pizza” and “pasta”; a user who expresses ratings similar to this group is likely to be recommended a restaurant that serves authentic Italian cuisine thereby leading to a higher user satisfaction.

\(^7\) A total of three annotators were used.

\(^8\) This is done due to the scarce amount of geo-tagged tweets available.
4 Preliminary Evaluations

The demonstration video for YummyKarachi is available at http://bit.ly/1seBXLJ. We performed a set of preliminary evaluations for YummyKarachi, where we asked 10 users to utilize the application for restaurant recommendations. Our evaluation questionnaire required the users to express their level of satisfaction with the danger zones shown by YummyKarachi along with their level of satisfaction with the generated recommendations and likert scales from 1 to 5 were used for the survey. We asked the users to rate the satisfaction level of danger zones with respect to the truth value of the information which we asked them to verify through news sites. The mean likert scale values for level of satisfaction with the danger zones is 4.2 while for generated recommendations it is 3.9. This reflects that generally users consider YummyKarachi as a useful source of information for planning their restaurant trips.

5 Future Directions

As a future work we aim to incorporate within YummyKarachi the ability to predict likely zones that may become dangerous in the near-future. We aim to do this through incorporation of a predictive text mining module within YummyKarachi. Furthermore, we plan to extend the YummyKarachi framework to recommendations of other location types in order to enable citizens of Karachi to plan all their travels in a safe manner.
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Abstract. We investigate how to create a mobile social application to support families with elementary school children, assisting them in exploring their social and geographical environment. While existing social applications provide this functionality to some extent, these kind of applications can negatively impact important user values such as freedom and privacy while intending to promote others such as family security. We propose as a solution that users express rules of behavior to the application using norms as concretized values. Norms can thus be used to produce tailored behaviour capable of fulfilling certain values while posing minimal risk to others. We demonstrate a prototype of a mobile, socio-geographical support application we built based on this concept.

1 Introduction

Usage of social media platforms such as Facebook, Foursquare and Twitter as well as mobile applications for supporting family life such as Life360³ have become an integral part of our life. In our research we investigate how to create a mobile social application to support families with elementary school children, assisting them in exploring their social and geographical environment (for example, by helping them staying safe, making new friends or getting to know their neighbourhood).

Existing social applications such as mentioned above already provide functionality that supports these tasks to some extent. However, research in value-sensitive design and ethics in technology has shown that while this kind of applications may promote a number of user values such as family security and comfort, they can negatively impact equally important values such as freedom, responsibility and privacy. For example, when parents use GPS tracking to know where their children are, this may be beneficial for family security, but it negatively impacts children’s privacy and freedom. On the other hand, ad hoc sharing of locations such as done through Foursquare does not provide the potential safety benefits that GPS tracking would provide, while it does promote freedom.

We propose to address this issue by making social applications more adaptive. Recent works have proposed to make social applications more adaptive through collecting

³ An application that allows families to locate each other 24/7 on a map, see https://www.life360.com

* This publication was supported by the national Dutch program COMMIT.
and analysing user data (for example, see [5,2]). We take a complementary approach, proposing that users can express rules of behavior to the social application using norms. Norms have been proposed (see [1] for an overview) to regulate the behavior of autonomous agents for achieving a better overall system performance, inspired by the way social norms regulate people’s behavior in society. Research in philosophy and normative systems shows that values can be promoted and demoted by norms [8,4]: since norms are considered action guiding (by obligating or forbidding actions), they can be used to produce a tailored behavior capable of fulfilling certain values while posing minimal risk to others.

In this paper we describe our prototype of a mobile, socio-geographical support application that we built based on this concept.

2 System description

This prototype runs on the Android platform and it permits its users (elementary school children and their parents) to share check-ins in certain locations with other users of the system, similar to Foursquare. This feature was selected based on the analysis of previous user data [6], where values such as family security, social recognition, and independence were found to be most relevant for this target group. Knowing where family and friends are is connected with these values.

2.1 Basic preferences, creating locations, and checking-in

In a similar way as on popular social platforms, with our prototype users can place other users of the system in the user group family or friends or in neither, in which case the application places them in the group others. Users can select with which groups they share their check-ins, and from which groups they receive shared check-ins. Users can add or remove users from either group, and change sharing and receiving preferences at any time.

Users can create locations in two possible ways: 1) through selecting a specific point (corresponding to a GPS position) on an integrated Google map, and then assigning to it a name of their choice, and 2) through detecting the current position automatically if a GPS signal was available, and then assigning a name. In both cases, a location is added to a list of available user locations, defined by a name, a GPS position, and a square area of a side length of 50 meters centred around that GPS point. Locations can be removed by the user at any time.

When a user would like to check-in, the list of locations that fall within a radius of 300 meters (according to the currently detected GPS position) are displayed, with the option of adding a location using the second method described above, in case the current location was not yet on the list. The user then can select a location, and confirm their check-in, which will be shared with the users that belong to the groups which our user is sharing with, according to the basic preferences in the previous subsection. Users who, accordingly, receive this shared check-in, will get a pop-up with the sharer’s name and location information (viewable also on an integrated Google map), if they have selected to view check-ins from the group to which the sharer belongs in their own
basic preferences. An “event log” is available, which shows a user’s own latest check-in information, as well as the five most recent check-ins seen from others.

2.2 Social commitments

As discussed, our prototype allows for additional, norm-based behavior customization through norms. While basic preferences are set by the user of an application, norms can come from others in the user’s social context. For example, a parent may want to make an agreement with a child about when the child’s location is shared with the parent and when check-ins can be received by the child. Models for such agreements have been studied in research on normative systems. In particular, we draw from the social commitments framework in [7] to create the following commitment model that we use for expressing agreements between different users about the behavior of the application:

A commitment has a source (creator of the commitment), a target (who is asked to comply with the commitment), a triggering condition that activates the commitment, a normative effect (an obligation or a prohibition of sharing or viewing a check-in, from someone or a group of people), and the deadline by which (in the case of an obligation), this obligation should be fulfilled.

In our prototype, this translates to the following feature: a user can create an agreement (i.e., a commitment) with another user consisting of a specific normative effect (to share or view a check-in from one or a number of users) if a certain condition (based on time or geographical location) is active, and the target of the commitment accepts it. For example, a parent x (source) can create the following commitment with his/her child y (target): 1) I want my child to share his/her check-ins with me (normative effect), if s/he enters school (triggering condition). Another example would be a parent x (source) creating the following commitment with his/her child y (target): 2) I want my child to “not receive” check-ins from the group “friends” (normative effect) after 9 pm (triggering condition).

When the source user creates a commitment, it is sent to the target user, who can either directly accept it, or “decide later”. In case the latter option was chosen, the target user can later decide whether to accept or reject the proposed commitment. Users can, at any time, review the list of commitments they created or received, delete commitments they created or received, and accept received commitments that are still pending. A user action such as accepting or deleting a commitment notifies the other user involved with that action.

In this version, conflicts between basic preferences and an accepted, active commitment are solved in favor of the commitment. For example, if parent x is in child y’s family list, and child y opted in their basic preferences to “not share check-ins with family”, accepting commitment 1) above means the child’s check-in will be shared with parent x if they enter school. Similarly, conflicts between two accepted, active commitments would be solved in favor of the commitment most recently accepted. We refer to the literature for research on reasoning with norms, e.g., [9].

In the current version of the prototype, the deadline “as soon as possible” is used for all obligation-type commitments. Also, in this version commitments do not expire automatically, but they can be removed manually by users. In future work we will investigate extensions that add expressivity to the commitment model with respect to
deadlines and expiration of commitments. Moreover, in this prototype commitments are created explicitly. One may also consider adding a component for learning norms, which could for example learn by observing user behavior that no check-ins should be received during dinner.

A 3-minute tutorial video (with subtitles) can be seen at [http://bit.do/ePartner](http://bit.do/ePartner).

### 3 Discussion

The use of social commitments places our prototype application somewhere inbetween Foursquare (which is similar to the basic check-in functionality of our prototype) and Life360 (where location information is shared continuously). Its flexible commitment model allows parents and children to make agreements on sharing location information in a targeted way, tailored to that particular family in a particular situation. We hypothesize that in this way, the application can promote family security without violating (or with minimal impact on) a child’s freedom and privacy. In future research we will perform a user study to test this hypothesis.
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Abstract. Learning analytics is defined as the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners in order to optimize their learning. It was recognized very early that the field of learning analytics offers promising possibilities for education and assessment. In this paper, the interactive and personalized e-assessment system askMe! is presented that makes use of learning analytics in order to turn learners into effective and better learners. The paper also shows how the system addresses future challenges in the field of learning analytics. Finally, a brief summary of the use and evaluation of the system in a real-life setting completes the paper.
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1 Introduction

During the last decade, Learning Analytics (LA) has emerged as a significant area of research in the field of technology-enhanced learning. It has been considered as one of the fastest growing areas of research related to education and technology [1]. In contrast to educational data mining, LA exclusively focuses on the learning process and tries to collect, manage, interpret and purposefully use (large) data sets in education. In this way, it offers promising possibilities for education and assessment. The focus of this paper is the presentation of an e-assessment system that makes use of LA in order to support and improve students’ individual learning process.

2 Learning Analytics

According to the 1st International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK’11), LA is defined as the "measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding
2 Christian Saul, Heinz-Dietrich Wuttke

and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs”. Simply put, the broad goal of LA is assisting students’ learning process by giving feedback. The feedback is based on the results obtained by analyzing the data gathered by monitoring and measuring the individual learning process. It was recognized very early that the field of LA offers promising possibilities for education and assessment. LA provides a variety of information that can be used to adapt the students’ learning and/or assessment to their individual strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, it can also supports students’ self-regulation of learning by providing feedback in forms of visual data analyzes or visualizations. This allows students taking control of and evaluating their own learning process and behavior.

There are a lot of challenges that drive the research in this field. This includes the appropriate collection, protection and use of the large data sets, but also issues related to data protection, ownership and privacy are of particular relevance [1]. In 2012, Ferguson [2] identified four significant challenges that research in this field must address: Due to the fact that LA emerged from the fields of analytics and data mining, the first challenge is to build strong connections with the learning science. The second challenge is to support and incorporate a wider range of data sets. The third challenge is to focus on the perspectives of the learner and finally, the fourth challenge is to take decisions regarding the ownership and stewardship of the data into account.

3 The askMe! system

*askMe!* is a web-based e-assessment system that covers the whole life-cycle of e-assessments starting from creating questions, presenting them to the students up to preparing the results and presenting them to teachers, tutors, etc. The questions and tests can consider individual aspects so that e-assessments and their feedback can perfectly be tailored to students or groups of students [3]. Moreover, the author of the adaptive tests is not limited to traditional question types such as multiple-choice, but can use Interactive Content Objects (ICOs) to create sophisticated (interactive) e-assessments [4]. The latter aspect takes into account the assumption that learning is the result of interaction and more specifically, the result of engagement with the subject matter [5]. In order to deal with the different ICOs located elsewhere in the Web, a communication mechanism based on the Experience API (xAPI) specification has been developed. In this way, the *askMe!* system allows integrating and mining a wide range of data sets from multiple sources and thus, already addresses the second above-mentioned main future challenge of LA.

When a student has completed a test in the *askMe!* system, he/she will not be confronted with an abstract score, but will get detailed feedback on his/her strengths and weaknesses, which allows him/her to efficiently address specific deficits afterward. This information is presented in his/her knowledge dashboard (cf. Figure 1). This component not only provides students with a tabular and graphical overview of his/her testing results, but also with a detailed overview
about his/her knowledge level according to the topics addressed by the respective question. In this way, the askMe! system assists students’ learning process by giving feedback in form of expressive visualizations. This also increases students’ self-awareness significantly. In addition, the system considers their needs when reporting and visualizing analytics data. This is done by letting students decide whether they want to have a compact view of the information at a glance (dashboard snapshot) or whether they want to have all information in detail. The system captures this behavior and automatically presents the view mostly selected by the respective student next time. With respect to the dashboard snapshot, it is also planned to let students freely decide which widgets they want to see and how they want to arrange them. Consequently, the askMe! system provides the degree of individualization and personalization needed to address the third main future challenge of LA.

The presentation of statistics in askMe! is not limited to students, but is also provided to authors, tutors, etc. The information for this user group is presented in user and test statistics. This component presents an overview of students’ testing results to (adaptive or non-adaptive) tests as well as their individual learning progress. In addition, the system uses statistical techniques in order to predict, which students are struggling with the content. Tutors and teachers
can use this indicator (i.e., green, yellow and red) to intervene either online or face-to-face. Basis of the predictions are students’ grades, but also their learning progress over time according to the learning goals set.

In order to get feedback whether the askMe! system is applicable for its intended use, it was used and tested in a real-life setting at the Ilmenau University of Technology [6]. The study was performed in the course digital systems design for about 80 students. The system was made available for students preparing for their final exam. All in all, 101 tests were completed and 714 question were answered over a period of 12 weeks. As a result, it can be stated that the system was rated very well by the test persons. In addition, the study has shown that the average grade of students that used the askMe! system for test preparation was much better than students who did not use system. Furthermore, the failure rate of students that did not use the system was four times higher than students that used the system for test preparation.

4 Conclusion

This paper has presented the askMe! system, a web-based e-assessment system that has been developed at the institute of the main author in cooperation with the institute of the co-author. The system aims at evaluating, but also supporting and improving students’ individual learning process by providing real-time feedback to students and tutors/teachers. It has also been shown that the system addresses two main key challenges in the field of LA and thus, provides a decisive contribution to the research in this field. Finally, the use and evaluation of the system in a real-life setting has proven the educational benefit of LA in general and of the askMe! system in particular.
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Abstract. This paper briefly introduces Topolor 2, a social personalised adaptive e-learning environment with novel gamification features, aiming at reducing undesirable ‘noise’ effects of social interaction and at further improving the learning experience. The goal of this paper is to showcase the main gamified social interaction features.

1 Introduction

Topolor is a social personalised adaptive e-learning environment, designed to address a particular aspect of adaptive systems and adaptive hypermedia [2], which is that of social interaction for adaptive e-learning systems. It is under iterative implementation and evaluation. The first version of Topolor [10] was launched in November 2012, and it has been used as an online learning environment for undergraduate and postgraduate students in Western & Eastern Europe, and Middle Eastern universities.

It was designed based on the hypothesis that extensive social features, personalised recommendations and Facebook-like appearance would make a system more familiar to the learners, and subsequently increase the learning experience. Evaluations were conducted via real-life learning sessions, targeting various perspectives (e.g., learning behaviour patterns [12]), based on usage data, questionnaire and oral feedback, aiming at investigating the granularity of social interactions and how adaptations can support these, towards the ultimate goal of enhancing learning experience and efficiency. The evaluation results illustrate high satisfaction from the students, as well as a high level of student engagement [9] which indicates that our approach is promising. Nevertheless, some side effects of the extensive social interaction features were also detected, such as ‘noise’, i.e., students’ off-topic conversations through ‘chitchat’ socialisation [11]. Undeniable is the important role that the informal ‘chitchat’ plays in motivating and scaffolding peer learning [7] in a social e-learning context - positive social dialogue, e.g., greetings, may help students to relieve anxiety or promote participating in discussions, but reducing side effects whilst maintaining a reasonable scale of informal ‘chitchat’ - and thus improving learning experience and efficiency in a social e-learning context - is still a crucial challenge to address.

Gamification is “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” [4] to engage users and promote desirable behaviours. It increasingly attracts researchers’
attention in the education intelligence area, and its benefits have been reported in the recent literature [5, 13]. Considering that gamification and social e-learning have various mechanics in common, such as collaboration, discovery, achievement, loyalty and virality, their appropriate combination may enhance e-learning environments. Therefore, this research introduces a specific blend of light gamification, aimed at reducing side effects and further improving learning experience and efficiency. This paper focuses on the design of these gamified social interaction features.

2 Main Gamified Social Interaction Features

We adopt a light gamification approach that applies self-determination theory (SDT) [8] and flow theory [3] to promote intrinsic motivation in existing social e-learning environments, rather than a full-fledged approach that may “over-gamify” the existing mechanics, or even replace the social learning communities that have already formed.

2.1 Peer-reviewed Posting

Topolor 2 introduces a new blend of powerful tools for querying, sharing and filtering the learning resources, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). It has finer categories especially for sharing, i.e., text, image, quote, link, audio and video (e.g., in Topolor 1, students can only ‘share a learning status’ as a text). In fact, these categories are widely used in Web 2.0 tools, e.g., Tumblr, and some online teaching/learning platforms recommend teachers to use these external Web 2.0 tools for delivering learning materials, but it is seldom that they are seamlessly integrated in an e-learning system. Additionally, students can express like/dislike for any of these categories of posts, including for comments on a post and the answers to a question. This was introduced for quality control, i.e., to prevent students from abusing social interactions, e.g., by writing an irrelevant comment on a course video. This also encourages them to improve their reputation - a part of a user model, i.e., a learner with higher reputation has benefits, e.g., greater weight in determining peer posts’ quality. Additionally, posts can be filtered and sorted based on their perceived quality (as the difference between ‘like’ and ‘dislike’ votes from students). More importantly, this method can potentially improve the quality of user modelling by filtering out low quality data, as well as reduce the burden of the user modelling process, and thus improve its efficiency.

![User Interfaces in Topolor 2](image)

Fig. 1. User Interfaces in Topolor 2
2.2 Visualised Social Status

Topolor 2 additionally provides student profile pages as another information and interaction ‘hub’, which leads to various features of recommendation, adaptation, personalisation and social interaction. For example, by clicking on a student’s avatar in a post list, a pop-up view appears, containing statistics of her learning status, a shortcut to send her a message or to go to her profile page to see her learning status and activities in detail. In a profile page, several gamified social interaction features are provided. For instance, by clicking on the button ‘PK.’ (‘Player Killer’, a naming convention taken from games), a pop-up view shows the comparison of performance (e.g., quiz score trends) and contribution (e.g., the number of questions answered, as shown in Fig. 1 (c)) to the learning community between its current viewer and the profile page’s owner. Apart from the student profile pages, the graphic and interactive view of contribution and performance allows students to operate multi-context comparisons (i.e., in the context of a specific course or a specific topic) and multi-group comparisons (i.e., compare to another learner, top 20% learners, or all other learners), as shown in Fig. 1 (d). This can capture learner motivation by triggering competitive instincts [6].

2.3 Adaptive Leaderboard

Leaderboards are embedded into different contexts. They adapt to the students and the learning content by adjusting the way of ordering and displaying student information. For instance, in a course page, the students can be shown based on how many topics in this course they have learnt, while in a topic page, they can be shown based on how many questions related to the topic they have answered correctly. Students can adjust the order, and Topolor remembers their preference for the next time. Each item on the leaderboard can be separately viewed as a student ‘info-card’, containing her learning status information, buttons for sending her a message or seeing her profile page. Additionally, the information on the item is device-adaptive, e.g., for a certain size of the browser, smaller icons replace big ones and text information. In Topolor 2, leaderboards create a sense of community and provide opportunities for students to directly interact with others and compare their learning progress to others, because students see their status publicly and can be instantly recognised.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the main gamified social interaction features in Topolor 2, a social personalised adaptive e-learning environment. We have adopted a specific blend of light gamification approach that applies motivational theories and symbiotically builds gamification mechanics upon social interaction features, in order to promote intrinsic motivation in existing social e-learning environments, without replacing the social e-learning community that has already formed.
The preliminary evaluations using online survey were performed and showed both high usability and appreciation of the new gamified social interaction features introduced (the SUS [1] score of Topolor 2 was 73.9% with σ=13.7, median=75). The oral feedbacks received also showed that the students wanted to have more lessons in Topolor. Decisive in this, we believe, was the fact that gamification mechanics made the social interaction enjoyable that is essential to consider in designing such systems.

Additionally, we have collected usage data from Topolor’s logging mechanism when the students were using Topolor in their online lesson sessions, and we have already started analysing these usage data to evaluate each of the new gamified social interaction features in detail, in order to investigate the effect of each of them on learning experience and learning efficiency. Noteworthy is the fact that, though most comparisons hide personal data and deal with averages, the popular “PK.” mode, where a ‘player’ can compare with one other ‘player’ may raise ethic issues which further need evaluated. Therefore, our future work also seeks to solve this issue, e.g., by introducing a privacy management mechanism to allow learners to expose data to different groups in different ways.
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Abstract. It is often difficult for humans to understand what course of action is proposed in a plan or workflow. This is particularly the case for long plans, or plans with multiple actors. Our contributions are a) the ability to present plans as both text and graphics and b) a method of filtering and highlighting, in both modalities, which focuses the information presentation to the portion of the plan which is relevant to a particular user – i.e., a view based on their roles and capabilities.
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1 Introduction

The output from A.I. planners (e.g. PDDL) and business workflows (e.g. YAWL, BPMN, etc.) can often be difficult for humans to understand. In particular for large plans with multiple actors, it may be difficult for a human to understand what they need to do, or focus on. The aim of the SAsSy project\(^1\) is to reduce the opacity of such plans. To this end, this paper describes ways of adapting the presentation of plans. We show how plans can be presented as either graphics or text (modality adaptation) and how these can be highlighted and filtered to focus on the most relevant information (view adaptation). This paper follows Shneiderman’s Information Seeking mantra: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand.” [1], focusing specifically on “zoom and filter”.

We illustrate the functionality of our system using an example from the delivery logistics domain, originally taken from the International Planning Competition\(^2\). Our sample plan describes how four objects (a truck, a piano, a table and a drum) are delivered to different locations (cities and airports). The plan also contains a number of resources (trucks and airplanes). In addition to being able to present in two modalities (text or graphics), the system can use highlighting and filtering as a means to focus on the most relevant information to

\(^*\) This research has been carried out within the project “Scrutable Autonomous Systems” (SAsSy), funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC, UK), grant ref. EP/J012084/1.
\(^1\) http://www.scrutable-systems.org/, retrieved April 2014
\(^2\) http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/, retrieved April 2014
a user (given their role and capabilities). The aim is to reduce the amount of information the user needs to deal with, and thereby reduce their cognitive load.

Previous work on visualizing plans has looked at filtering graphs by content [5], and applying fish-eye views to grow or shrink parts of a graph [6]. There is also research on verbalizing plans generated by A.I. planning systems [4]. However, these approaches do not consider that individual differences in user needs, abilities, and preferences can have a large impact on user performance and satisfaction when using visualizations [2].

Our approach differs in that it proposes filtering based on a user model, and introduces a method for including all the required steps, i.e. including dependencies. Our method also works for both graphics and natural language. This makes it possible to study the effect of tailoring modality, which may be useful when a user has strong visual working memory, but poor verbal working memory.

2 System Description

Our system is developed in Python and is available under the BSD license³. [7] describes the reasoning in the system, based on argumentation theory, which supports explanation mechanisms. The system can present plans in two modalities (as either graphics or natural language), and can highlight/filter plans based on user views (based on role or capability).

2.1 Modality

Natural Language Generation. (NLG) is the study of algorithms which produce texts in English or other human languages, from non-linguistic representations of information. Instead of presenting a plan as a sequence of tasks as produced by an A.I. planner (e.g., (load-truck obj12 tru1 pos1), (load-truck obj11 tru1 pos1), (load-truck obj13 tru1 pos1)) our system presents the plan as text: e.g., Load the piano, the guitar and the drum into truck 1.

We use NLG techniques to supply a summary (e.g. “The workflow has 21 tasks. The workflow has 0 choices.”). We also use aggregation (combining simple sentences together for better presentation) and referring expression generation (e.g., using pronouns when referring to past entities) to improve the presentation of the full plan.

Graphical presentation. The plan can also be represented as a graph, such as the one in Figure 1. Here, each action is a node, and edges are transitions to other possible actions. For simplification, the example plan in this paper assumes that there are no decision points – there is only one recommended course of action. In addition, we make the simplifying assumption that parallel actions need to be completed before the next step in the plan can be executed. The algorithm below can be generalized to plans with choice points without too much difficulty.

³ https://bitbucket.org/rkutlak/sassy
This section describes an algorithm which aims to focus the information presented to a user using filtering and highlighting. The algorithm can be applied to both text and graphics to focus on those parts of the plan that are most relevant to a given user. Highlighting emphasizes steps that are relevant to the user (Figure 1a), while filtering hides the steps that would not be highlighted, i.e. portions of the plan not relevant to the user (Figure 1b). Relevance can be determined by the role of someone enacting a plan (e.g. air-traffic controller), or their capabilities (e.g. the person who can operate a fork-lift). For example, a fork-lift operator may only want to know about actions relating to their fork-lift, while an air-traffic controller may only want to know what happens to all airplanes (not just one). Note that while the example below is filtered by a particular object (e.g. piano), filtering by object type (e.g. vehicle), or multiple objects is also supported.

Algorithm 1 works as follows: Given an object, for example the piano, the algorithm first selects all tasks that operate on the given object. These are the tasks load the piano into truck 1 and unload the piano from truck 1 colored in light gray. The algorithm then finds all paths between each pair of the selected tasks. All tasks on these paths are then added into the list of selected tasks. This corresponds to the task drive truck 1 from the depot to airport 1 also colored light gray. Lastly, the algorithm inspects all the selected tasks and checks if any of them require completion of other tasks (indicated by multiple arrows arriving at a node in the workflow). In the example, drive truck 1 from the depot to airport 1 requires the completion of loading all
three objects so the two tasks load the guitar into truck 1 and load the drum into truck 1 are also selected (colored dark gray).

This example requires all steps to be completed. In a plan with choices, the algorithm includes all the paths between a set of actions. An alternative, more aggressive approach, would require a stricter definition of “required” nodes (e.g. include exactly one of the paths).

3 Next Steps

We have introduced a system which can present a plan as both text and graphics. It can also filter and highlight parts of a plan according to areas of relevance based on a user’s role or capabilities. The system therefore allows us to conduct experiments testing the efficacy of tailoring to modality and view. The next steps are to conduct a series of experiments comparing the effect of filtering versus highlighting on cognitive load, while asking questions about participants’ awareness of steps currently out of view (i.e., situational awareness [8]). We also plan to conduct studies using simple user models. These models will support compound filters such as filtering by several objects, e.g. truck 1 and airplane 1; filtering by other actors, e.g. what the other truck driver is responsible for; negation, e.g. do not show ship 1. We also plan to test different methods of filtering in plans with competing branches. Our research agenda includes a continued collaboration with industrial partners in the hydrocarbon exploration and unmanned vehicle domains.
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Abstract. Exploratory search is becoming more common as the web is used more increasingly as a medium for learning and discovery. Compared to traditional known-item search, exploratory search is more challenging and difficult to support because it initiates with poorly defined search goals, while the user knowledge and information needs constantly change throughout the search process. Modeling the user behavior in exploratory search is a hard problem to solve. In spite of a large amount of research on personalization, little attention has been devoted to personalization in the context of exploratory search taking into account the evolving information needs of the user. We propose a formal model—motivated by Information Foraging Theory—for predicting specificity of search results with respect to the evolving knowledge and information needs of the user in exploratory search.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays the web is used increasingly more as a source for learning and exploratory discovery [1]. Most of the existing information retrieval (IR) systems provide adequate support for well defined information needs [2]. However, there is still room for improvement for current IR systems to support users in situations where the search goal is ill-defined and changes as the search progresses, users lack the knowledge to formulate queries that express their information needs clearly, and users struggle in complex information spaces [2]. Researchers from diverse communities such as IR, machine learning or human computer interaction (HCI) have been working on designing search engines, user interfaces and user models to better support this kind of searches commonly referred to as “exploratory search.”

Over the last decade many techniques have been proposed to provide better support for exploratory search, such as results clustering [3], relevance feedback [4], faceted search [5], as well as novel visualizations to support the exploration of unfamiliar information spaces [6]. However, evidence from user studies suggests
that results clustering, faceted search, and relevance feedback based methods are rarely used due to the high cognitive overload of selecting relevant results and providing feedback for a large number of items [5, 4]. In response, a number of new techniques were designed to visualize search results and capture user feedback. Some of them include rich user interfaces combined with learning algorithms to support users to comprehend the search results [6], and visualization and summaries of results [7]. All these solutions are giving users more control, however, they fail to take the moment-by-moment information-needs of the user into consideration [8].

Exploratory search involves many different phases. For example, users begin exploring an unfamiliar information space by formulating imprecise queries because they lack knowledge to express their information needs [1]. Then, through several successive iterations of exploring the retrieved information and reformulating queries, the scope of the information need might narrow down [2]. This iterative and evolving nature of exploratory search makes it difficult for IR systems to identify the constantly changing information needs of the user and different phases of exploration. This is where user modeling can greatly improve existing approaches to exploratory search.

There already exist some research on modeling query formulation and interaction strategies to predict the user knowledge and information needs to personalize search results. For example, [9] presents a model which predicts the user knowledge from eye movement patterns. Even though such a model is useful in identifying domain novices and experts, it cannot predict how the information need of a user changes in a search session. Research on the correlation between the length of search queries and specificity of the user information needs [10] suggest that the length of a search query is positively correlated with the specificity of the user information-need. Such a model is useful to predict whether the information needs are too specific or broad. However, users may express very specific information needs with narrower queries having specific keywords at all query lengths and such a correlation based model cannot predict this scenario.

Systems that suggest or expand queries, provide interactive keyword visualizations, cluster results to better support exploratory search need to “know” whether the results generated from such suggestions are too broad/narrow for the information needs of the user. Hence, in exploratory search it is important to predict whether the search engine result pages (SERPs) are too narrow/broad for the evolving information needs of the user. There exist user models for navigational/transactional searches, that predict user satisfaction and relevance of SERPs from behavioral signals such as search result clicks, query refinements, gaze distribution, and dwell times [11]. Even though they provide implicit relevance feedback to the search engine, they do not predict whether the future search results should be narrower/broader. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no work on predicting the specificity (whether the results are broad or narrow) of SERPs to user knowledge and information needs.

One way to address this problem is by understanding user behaviors with queries that retrieve SERPs with varying subjective specificity in exploratory search.
searching, which, in turn, will allow us to build a user model to predict whether given SERPs are too broad or too narrow for the current information needs of the user.

In this short paper, we will briefly discuss the following issues:

- Relationship between result click rate and specificity of SERPs to user information needs;
- A formal model to predict the specificity of SERPs to user information needs at three levels: broad, intermediate, specific;
- Empirical validation of the model.

2 Interaction Model Overview

We designed a model of user interaction by combining insights from research into exploratory search and Information Foraging Theory (IFT) [12]. According to IFT, information gain can be modeled as a linear function of time when the results are not ordered by relevance to the query. Further, IFT states that this information gain function will qualitatively shift towards a diminishing returns curve if results are ordered by relevance to the query. The gradient of this information gain function can be further improved by introducing new interface elements, such as result clustering. Hence, IFT shows how information gain is affected by the user interface or system changes.

Our research is motivated by this model. We use the term subjective–specificity to refer to the specificity of SERPs to the user knowledge and information need. By information need we mean the type of information that the user is actually interested in. If we keep the user interface constant, the information gain function should change according to the subjective–specificity of search results. We define subjective–specificity at three levels: broad, intermediate, and narrow. If a user issues search queries that retrieve SERPs covering many diverse topics, then we refer to them as having broad subjective–specificity. For example, consider an undergraduate who has just begun to follow a course in data mining issuing "data mining" as her first query to explore this domain. However, for a broad subject like data mining users would benefit from visualizations that provide an overview of the information space [13]. If a user issues search queries retrieving SERPs that are referring to a sub-topic in this domain, such as "pattern mining" under the subject data mining, then we refer to it as having intermediate level of subjective–specificity. In exploratory search users passively obtain cues about new keywords and repetitively reformulate queries based on these cues [2]. However, the SERPs that the user retrieves with these new keywords might be too specific for the users information need. For example, consider the same user issuing the query "subgroup discovery" based on the keywords the search engine suggested or s/he has noticed in the previous SERPs. The SERPs for this query might cover a very narrow topic, containing technical details that are less comprehensible for a novice in that area. We refer to such SERPs as having narrow subjective–specificity. Generally, for such a narrow search query, a novice user would benefit from more introductory material about the topic
such as Wikipedia articles, book chapters, and literature reviews as well as more
guided support through the specific information space [14]. The key idea is that
the same search result can have very different information content for a user
depending on how well it matches their current information needs. If a search
engine can predict the subjective–specificity of SERPs (i.e. as broad or narrow)
according to such changes in user’s information need then it would be very useful
to provide more related and personalized results to the user.

Our model captures how information gain in exploratory search is affected
by this subjective–specificity. We define the information gain function as given
in Equation 1:

\[
g(n) = \lambda \ln(n) - \alpha \tag{1}
\]

Here, we define information gain as the number of results selected by the
user. We refer to the action of clicking a search result in SERPs as selecting. We
express the information gain \(g\) curve of a user as a function of number of result items from SERPs seen by the user \(n\). Following IFT, we expect
this gain function to take the shape of a diminishing returns curve as shown in
Figure 1. We refer to this graph as the Seen–Selected curve. In this gain function
\(\lambda\) determines the slope of the information gain curve. We expect the gradient, \(\lambda\), to decrease if the SERPs are narrower than the actual information need of
the user. If SERPs are broader then the gradient of the Seen–Selected curve,
\(g\), will be high. Note that \(\alpha\) is a case-specific term which affects the maximum
gain—it is determined by several factors, such as subjective–specificity of search

![Fig. 1. Hypothetical example of information gain as a function of the number of articles Seen–Selected. \(g_u(n)\) is the user-specific effective information gain function. \(g_{q1}(n)\) and \(g_{q2}(n)\) show how the gradient of the Seen–Selected graph reduces when the subjective–specificity of SERPs is higher than the user’s information need.](image-url)
results and case-specific factors like the search task, and the maximum number of search results the user is expecting to gain.

This model can predict the subjective–specificity of SERPs to the current information need of the user. It allows to compare the gradient of the Seen–Selected graph based on the user’s selection behaviour on the current SERP with that of the user’s baseline Seen–Selected graph. Such a baseline graph can be constructed by observing the everyday interactions of a user with a search tool. Then, if this user formulates a particular query to explore a topic, the gradient of the new Seen–Selected graph can be compared against the gradient of her baseline graph, and so the system can predict whether the SERPs derived from this query is too narrow or broad for her information-need—and adjust the behaviour of the system accordingly.

3 Empirical Evaluation

In order to empirically validate this model, we conducted a user study where 24 computer science student (masters and PhD level) searched for scientific information in research topics that are not very familiar to them. The task for the participants was to collect scientific articles for a scientific essay writing task in a given topic. We used six experts in six different computer science disciplines to define six unique tasks. The experts defined three search queries in each topic which retrieved SERPs from Google Scholar at three levels of specificity: broad, intermediate, and narrow. Prior to the study, we provided a questionnaire to the participants and made sure that the subjective–specificity of the queries were in comply with the participants’ knowledge. We asked the participants to scan these SERPs and click articles that they find useful for the given task. We randomized the order in which they get the tasks. We logged the click interactions and plot the Seen–Selected graph as in Figure 1.

In order to confirm that, in accordance with our model, the gradients of the Seen–Selected curves decrease with the increase of the subjective–specificity of SERPs, and that they follow a natural logarithmic distribution, we analysed the overall distribution of the user information gain over information seen for the three types of SERPs. As our model predicts, the gradient of the Seen–Selected curve decreases as the subjective–specificity SERPs increase (see Table 1).

We used Wilcoxon signed-ranked test to statistically compare the gradients of the predicted models of each type of SERPs. The gradients of the broad SERPs ($Mdn$ 3.56) were significantly greater than the gradients of intermediate (3.08) and narrow SERPS (2.04). The gradients of the predicted models of the intermediate SERPs were significantly greater than that of narrow SERPs.

This empirical evaluation shows that our model captures the effects of subjective–specificity of SERPs to the information-need of the user.

An important future challenge is to investigate in a real exploratory search scenario the performance of the formal model that we developed to predict the subjective–specificity of search results. In the future, we will incorporate our
Table 1. Logarithmic regression models and model fit ($R^2$) for number of articles Seen–Selected. Breakdown per Broad, Intermediate and Narrow SERPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Fit ($R^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broad</td>
<td>$3.83 \ln(n) - 3.59$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>$2.40 \ln(n) - 2.06$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>$2.05 \ln(n) - 1.96$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

model in a running IR system and further validate its usefulness in enhancing performance of exploratory search tasks.
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Abstract. In this demo paper we present a novel context-aware mobile recommender system for places of interest (POIs). Unlike existing systems, which learn users’ preferences solely from their past ratings, it considers also their personality - using the Five Factor Model. Personality is acquired by asking users to complete a brief and entertaining questionnaire as part of the registration process, and is then exploited in: (1) an active learning module that actively acquires ratings-in-context for POIs that users are likely to have experienced, hence reducing the stress and annoyance to rate (or skip rating) items that the users don’t know; and (2) in the recommendation model that builds up on matrix factorization and therefore can be trained even if the users haven’t rated any items yet.

1 Introduction

Tourist’s decision making is the outcome of a complex decision process that is affected by “internal” (to the tourist) factors, such as personal motivators or past experience, and “external” factors, e.g., advices, information about the products, or the climate of the destination [12]. Context-aware recommender systems can represent and deal with these influencing factors by extending the traditional two-dimensional user/item model that computes recommendations based only on the ratings given by a community of users to a catalogue of items. This is achieved by augmenting the collected ratings with data about the context of an item consumption and rating [1]. For example, the types of place of interest (POI) that users like can differ significantly depending on whether they are visited on a cold or sunny day. If the system stores, together with the rating, the situation in which a POI was experienced, it can then use this information to provide more appropriate recommendations in the various future target contextual situations of the user.

The first challenge for generating context-aware recommendations is how to identify the contextual factors (e.g., weather) that are truly influencing the ratings and hence that are worth considering [3]. Secondly, acquiring a representative set of in-context ratings (i.e., ratings under various contextual conditions) is clearly more difficult than acquiring context-free ratings. Finally, extending traditional recommender systems to really exploit the additional information
brought by in-context ratings, i.e., building more accurate recommendations, is the third challenge for context-aware recommender systems.

In this demo paper, we describe an operational context-aware recommender system, called STS (South Tyrol Suggests). STS is an Android-based mobile application that recommends POIs in South Tyrol (Italy) by exploiting various contextual factors (e.g., weather, time of day, day of week, location, mood) and an extended matrix factorization rating prediction model. STS can generate recommendations adapted to the current contextual situation, for example, by recommending indoor POIs (e.g., museums, churches, castles) on bad weather conditions and outdoor POIs (e.g., lakes, mountain hikes, scenic walks) on good weather conditions. The user’s preference model is learned using two different sources of knowledge: (1) personality, in terms of the Five Factor Model, that the system acquires with a simple personality questionnaire, and (2) in context ratings that the system actively collects from the user. This allows - and this is the novel aspect of STS - to personalize recommendations and rating requests even for the new users, by leveraging their personality, which is known to be strongly correlated with their tastes and interests [11].

2 Interaction with the System

This section describes a typical interaction with STS and shows some of its functions. Let’s assume a tourist or a citizen who is looking for a POI to visit near to Bozen - Bolzano, Italy. The first run of STS opens the registration screen where the user can enter a username, password, birthdate and gender. After registering into the system, the user is asked to fill out the Five-Item Personality Inventory (FIP1) questionnaire [9], in order to allow the system to assess her Big Five personality traits (i.e., openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, neuroticism) (see Figure 1, left). As an alternative to the FIP1 questionnaire, other popular personality questionnaires, such as the 120 or 240 item International Personality Item Pool Representation of the NEO PI-R (IPIP-NEO; see [8]), could have been used. These allow a more accurate and reliable personality assessment. However, these questionnaires are time-consuming, taking at least 10-20 minutes to complete, and hence they are ill-suited for mobile interaction models which are usually short in time or on the move.

The entered birthdate, gender and calculated personality are then used by an active learning component [7], which identifies and requests the user to rate a series of POIs whose ratings are estimated to provide the largest improvement of the quality of the subsequent recommendations (see Figure 1, right). We note that this active learning component is able to provide personalized rating requests, without completely relying on explicit feedback (e.g., ratings) or implicit feedback (e.g., item views) which is usually not available for newly registered users.

After that the system is ready for usage, and the user can browse her personalized recommendations through the main application screen (see Figure 2, left). This screen displays a list of POIs that are considered as highly relevant, consid-
Fig. 1. Screenshots of STS: (left) Five-Item Personality Questionnaire, and, (right) Active Learning

...ering the current user’s and items’ contexts. We note that some context data is automatically acquired by the system (e.g., user’s distance to the POIs, weather conditions at the POIs, whereas others can be specified by the user through an appropriate system screen (e.g., user’s mood and companion) [5, 4]. In the event the user is interested in one of the POIs, she can click on it and access the POI details window (see Figure 2, right). This window presents various information about the POI, such as a photo, its name, a description, its category as well as an explanation of the recommendation based on the most influential contextual condition. Other supported features include, among others, the ability to write a review for the POI, to view the POI on the map and to bookmark the POI, which then makes it easy to access the POI description.

3 Software Architecture and Implementation

STS implements a rich client always-online architecture, i.e., the client has been kept as thin as possible and it works only in a limited way offline. The client application has been developed using the open-source Android platform, and implements the presentation layer (GUI and a presentation logic). The server application is based on Apache Tomcat server and PostgreSQL database. It
implements the data and business logic (recommendation) and makes use of web services and data storages provided by the Regional Association of South Tyrol’s Tourism Organizations (LTS\(^1\)), the Municipality of Bolzano\(^2\) and Mondometeo\(^3\) in order to obtain the graphical/textual descriptions as well as weather forecast information for a total of 27,000 POIs. All the server’s functionality is exposed via a RESTful web service that accepts and sends JSON objects and that provides several types of resources (e.g., suggestions, POIs, reviews/ratings, user profiles).

4 Recommendation Logic and Evaluation

In order to take into account the current contextual conditions when generating POI recommendations, we have extended the context-aware matrix factorization approach proposed by Baltrunas et al. [3]. This model incorporates baseline parameters for each contextual condition and item (or item category) pair, besides the standard parameters (i.e., global average, item bias, user bias and user-item interaction), in order to capture the deviation of the rating for an item produced

\(^{1}\) LTS: LTS: http://www.lts.it
\(^{2}\) Municipality of Bolzano: http://www.comune.bolzano.it
\(^{3}\) Mondometeo: http://www.mondometeo.org
by the contextual conditions. Since the original context-aware matrix factorization model fails to provide personalized recommendations for users with no or few ratings (i.e., new user problem), we also enhance the representation of a user $u$ by incorporating the set of known user attributes $A(u)$ (i.e., age group, gender and the discretized scores for the Big Five personality traits), analogously as in [10]. A distinct factor vector $y_a$ corresponds to each attribute to describe a user through the set of user-associated attributes $\sum_{a \in A(u)}$. This allows to model the user preferences, even in cases where implicit and explicit feedback are absent.

The resulting model computes a rating prediction for user $u$ and item $i$ in the contextual situation described by the contextual conditions $c_1, ..., c_k$ using the following rule:

$$\hat{r}_{uic_1, ..., c_k} = \bar{i} + b_u + \sum_{j=1}^{k} b_{ic_j} + q_i^T \cdot (p_u + \sum_{a \in A(u)} y_a),$$

where $q_i$, $p_u$ and $y_a$ are $f$ dimensional real-valued factor vectors representing the item $i$, the user $u$ and the user attribute $a$, respectively. $\bar{i}$ is the average rating for item $i$, $b_u$ is the baseline parameter for user $u$ and $b_{ic_j}$ is the baseline for contextual condition $c_j$ and item $i$. Model parameters are learned offline, once every five minutes, by minimizing the associated regularized squared error function through stochastic gradient descent.

This recommendation model as well as the implemented active learning strategy for eliciting ratings have been evaluated in two live user studies [5, 7], with the following findings: (1) the recommendation model successfully exploits the weather conditions at POIs and leads to a higher user’s perceived recommendation quality and choice satisfaction; and (2) the active learning strategy increases the number of acquired user ratings and the recommendation accuracy in comparison with a state-of-the-art active learning strategy.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this demo paper we have illustrated a novel mobile context-aware recommender system, named South Tyrol Suggests (STS), that learns users’ preferences from their past ratings as well as their personality. Users’s personality is acquired through a brief five-item questionnaire that is subsequently used for actively eliciting ratings for POIs that were estimated to be experienced by users. Finally, this information is exploited for generating high quality recommendations for POIs under the target contextual situation. We have described the implementation of STS, in terms of design, recommendation logic, user interface, and features.

For future work, we plan on making several improvements to STS. Firstly, we intend to provide push recommendations to the user when the current situation seems appropriate, without relying on explicit user’s request. Additionally, we would like to exploit in the recommendation process human emotion and the
knowledge of the current user activity that can be derived from wearable devices such as smart-watches and smart-bands. Finally, we plan to develop ways to determine the user’s personality, without explicitly asking the user to fill a questionnaire by inferring the personality traits of users from their Facebook profiles [2] or their mobile phone usage [6].
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Abstract. Let’s imagine a system that can recommend the kind of music (among other application domains) you like to listen when you are at work, without having to know your location, IP address or even to ask your current mood. In this paper, we bring this dream closer by proposing a model that can automatically understand the user’s current context. This model, called DANCE, analyzes the attributes of the items in your recent history and monitors the relative diversity brought by your consultations over time. We validated our approach with a music corpus of 100 users and a global history of 204,758 plays.
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1 Introduction

Recommender systems aim at improving human-computer interactions between the general audience and online services such as e-commerce websites, VOD, music streaming or search engines. These systems rely on various machine learning techniques to understand users’ behaviors, to build preference models, and to predict future interests or needs so as to personalize information access. After two decades of researches and uses in industry, recommender systems have been proven to be useful both for companies (for knowing their customers, increasing revenues) and users (gain of time, usefulness of recommendations). However, most of recommenders only focus on the precision of the recommendations, now reaching excellent performances. They do not take enough into account human factors involved in the decision making process, such as context, confidence, explanations and need for diversity. These factors are yet crucial to maximize users’ satisfaction, as highlighted by Jones in [7]: while a difference of 10% of the RMSE between two algorithms cannot be perceived by users, recommendations made at the right time in the proper way can double users’ acceptance rate.

Our work-in-progress follows on from the experiment we conducted in [3], which aimed at identifying the steps of a user’s decision process, when facing a recommender system on a e-commerce website. In that study, the diversity of recommendations has been shown to be correlated with the active user’s confidence level and his intention to buy. Our user study strongly suggested to favor
approaches where similarity between recommendations progressively increases at the product brokering stage, and where diversity is re-introduced in the end of the session (when decision is close to being made). However, as far as we know, no temporal model has ever been proposed in the literature to adapt recommendations to the active user’s evolving need for diversity over time.

As a first step towards this objective, we propose a new way to analyze usages by modeling the diversity brought by each consulted item relatively to a short user’s history. We took inspiration from natural language processing techniques [1] to survey the diversity over time within a sequence of consultations, and introduce generic multi-attribute diversity metrics. In that way, we can automatically understand the current context of the active user in real time. We called our model DANCE, which is the acronym for “Diversity And Natural Context Elicitation”. DANCE offers the advantage of being highly scalable and generic, preserves privacy and does not require an ontology to put words on the context. We validated our approach on a music corpus and have been able to detect skipped songs and ends of sessions within users’ listening sequences.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is an overview of the state of the art of diversity in recommender systems. Section 3 is dedicated to the presentation of our model and Section 4 presents and discusses its performances.

2 Related Work

2.1 Usages of diversity

Recommender systems usually rely on similarity measures between users’ preferences, contents of items or past usages to predict future interests as accurately as possible, even if accuracy is insufficient to maximize user’s satisfaction [9]. Several recent research papers encourage the use of diversity, in addition to classic evaluation metrics, to measure the quality of algorithms so as to discredit those focusing on certain parts of the item spectrum [6].

The diversity has been defined by Smyth and McClave [11] as the opposite dimension to similarity. More recent works refined this definition as the measure that quantifies the dissimilarity within a set of items [4]. McGinty and Smyth [8] have been the first to show that diversity improves the efficiency of recommendations. They see diversity as a contribution in response to a bad recommendation, to provide new exploration strategies. Other usages include intrinsic diversity which avoids redundancy between the items to be recommended [5], and extrinsic diversity which aims at alleviating the uncertainty due to data ambiguity or sparsity in user preference models by recommending a large set of items [10]. Nevertheless, all these works try to manage diversity at a given moment, but do not integer the time dimension.

In [3], we aimed at identifying the different steps that mark out the decision-making process to get deeper into details, and pay attention to why and when diversity should be provided. It comes out that the user’s need for diversity evolves over time, and is particularly high when the user is close to reach a
decision or to change his mind. Starting from this conclusion, the core idea of this paper consists in modeling the evolution of diversity over time within sequences of consultations so as to automatically detect and understand the user context. Time-aware and context-aware recommender systems are receiving increasing attention, since it has been proven to be an effective approach in the Netflix Prize competition [2]. However, current context-aware systems often need an a priori knowledge of various possible contexts (work vs. home, holidays or not, season, moment of the day, etc.), with various representations such as ontologies, to filter information. Our long-term goal is to detect changes of context and common features/patterns inside these contexts thanks to diversity, without any prior context knowledge nor user involvement.

2.2 Metrics of diversity

In the literature, most of diversity metrics rely on the similarity between items: the more the items are similar, the lower is the diversity between them [11]. Similarity between two items is defined as the weighted sum of the similarities on their attributes (see (1)). \( A \) is the set of attributes, with \( \text{card}(A) = n \).

\[
\text{sim}_A(i_1,i_2) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \cdot \text{sim}_{\text{attribute}}(i_1,j) \cdot \text{sim}_{\text{attribute}}(i_2,j)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j}
\]  

(1)

Starting from this similarity metric, Ziegler et al. defined an Intra-List Similarity metric (ILS) which computes the average similarity – and by opposition the average diversity – within a class a class \( C \), made up of \( m \) items. Smyth and McClave [11] has introduced the same kind of metric, called Diversity, which computes the average dissimilarity within the class \( C \). Additionally, they define the notion of relative diversity (RelDiversity) as the added value in terms of diversity of an item \( i \) on a class of items \( C \) for a user \( u \), while considering all items’ attributes simultaneously (see (2)).

\[
\text{RD}^u(i,C) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
0 & \text{if } C = \emptyset, \\
\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} (1-\text{sim}_A(i,c_j))}{m} & \text{otherwise.}
\end{array} \right.
\]  

(2)

3 Our Model

As explained above, our model intends to analyze usages so as to detect the changes of user context. We called this model DANCE, acronym for “Diversity And Natural Context Elicitation”, since it took inspiration from natural language processing techniques and focus on diversity. We consider the active user’s history of consultations as a contiguous sequence of items. As in a \( k \)-order Markov model, we assume that the consultation of an item \( i \) only depends on the \( k \) previously accessed items. These \( k \) items are called history. We then measure the relative diversity brought by \( i \) relatively to the \( k \) previous consulted items. Our model can compute a global score of relative diversity by taking all
the attributes of items into account together, or can monitor the evolution of relative diversity for each attribute separately.

Within the framework of this model, we define the notion of context as a period of time during which consulted items share common features. During this interval, items have similar values for one or several attributes, which means that the relative diversity evolves slowly over time for these attributes (and potentially for the global relative diversity). Otherwise, when the relative diversity of the current item increases more than a given threshold, the user context is about to change. Consequently, in order to detect these changes of context, our model looks for local maximums on the curve of relative diversity (i.e., where there is an horizontal tangent after a significant increase of the relative diversity in comparison with previous time steps).

In the following, we note $I = \{i_1, i_2, ..., i_m\}$ the global set of items available for the active user. Each item has a fixed number of attributes ($\text{card}(A) = n$). The set of items actually consulted by the active user $u$ is $C_u = \{c^u_1, ..., c^u_k\}$, but we do not need to remember it since we only observe the recent history of size $k$. The latter can be decomposed under the form of a tuple, written $<c^u_{t-k}, ..., c^u_{t-2}, c^u_{t-1}>$, where $t$ is the current time step. At last, the value of the attribute $a$ for the item $c^u_t$ is written $c^u_t.a$.

The DANCE model consists in computing the relative diversity brought by $c^u_t$ in comparison with the history, using the formula (2) above at each time step $t$, that is to say: $RD^u(c^u_t, <c^u_{t-k}, ..., c^u_{t-2}, c^u_{t-1}>)$. The function of relative diversity $RD^u$, and at the same time the function of similarity (see (1)) requires to define sub-functions of similarity per attribute.

If the attribute $a$ can take values in $(R)$, this sub-function is computed using Equation (3), where $\text{min}_a$ and $\text{max}_a$ respectively correspond to minimum and maximum values of $a$ on the set of items $I$.

$$\text{sim}_{\text{attribute}}(c^u_t, c^u_{t-1}) = 1 - e^{-10 \cdot \left(\frac{c^u_t.a - c^u_{t-1}.a}{\text{max}_a - \text{min}_a}\right)^2}$$ (3)

If the attribute $a$ contains a list of terms, the sub-function of similarity per attribute is given by Equation (4).

$$\text{sim}_{\text{attribute}}(c^u_t, c^u_{t-1}) = 1 - \frac{\text{card}(c^u_t.a \cap c^u_{t-1}.a)}{\min(\text{card}(c^u_t.a), \text{card}(c^u_{t-1}.a))}$$ (4)

For a given user and a fixed size of history, our algorithm has a complexity in constant time. It can perform computations in real time, while preserving his privacy since we only need his short history and attribute values of items.

## 4 Performance Analysis

We based our evaluation on a music corpus, due to its numerous advantages. First, music items can be characterized by a large number of attributes and information about the songs are easy to retrieve. Besides, even though very similar to analyses of sequences in other application domains (e-commerce websites,
VOD), it avoids some bias. Songs are short enough to be fully listened in a sequence contrary to movies, and we can record list of songs that have been skipped before the end. The duration of a consultation is independent from the reading speed of the subject, by opposition to textual websites. At last, users of music streaming services like to discover new songs.

We used the API of Last.fm to collect data of 100 users for a period between June 2005 and October 2013. For each user, we own a set of music plays which contains the names of the songs, the names of the artists and timestamps corresponding to the times he listened each song. We extracted values of attributes about these songs using the Echonest API. Information about the various item attributes and possible associated values are summarized in Table (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>attribute</th>
<th>music</th>
<th>artist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>4194</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>218.09</td>
<td>128.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deviation</td>
<td>84.25</td>
<td>30.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Characteristics of the corpus.

To test the ability of our model to detect the changes of context in users’ sequences, we decided to mark the ends of sessions for each user, and to record the list of songs that have been skipped. In order to do so, we fixed the maximum duration without any music play before considering a session as ended to 15 minutes. We obtained 18,640 sessions composed of 204,758 plays (40,923 distinct songs and 5,571 distinct artists), with an average of 10.98 songs per session (39.92 minutes). After that, we put the whole list of plays for each user in a single sequence (test data), and tried to retrieve these changes of context (see Table (2). We tested our model with four-gram (i.e. with history size $k = 3$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test data</th>
<th>Changes detected</th>
<th>% of detections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ends of sessions</td>
<td>18,640</td>
<td>13,551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of skipped songs</td>
<td>28,849</td>
<td>2,752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Detecting the changes of context with the DANCE model.

Taking in consideration all the attributes with the same weight, we were able to retrieve 74.30% of the ends of sessions contained in our dataset. Moreover, only 9.53% of the skipped songs were detected. These results are not very surprising, since we are more likely to detect differences between sessions (making them

1 www.last.fm/
2 http://developer.echonest.com/
more identifiable), rather than to detect anomalies with skipped songs: a user can skip a song even if this one is not diverse (e.g. because he is fed up).

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we showed that modeling diversity over time is an elegant and efficient way to detect users’ changes of context when analyzing usages in real time. The biggest strength of our model is to be able to automatically detect similarities within contexts, and dissimilarities between contexts. In Table (2), we can notice that there are more local maximums obtained with $RD^u$ (25,193 peaks of diversity) than the number of sessions. This means that, inside a session, we can find several contexts and take advantage of them. These preliminary results constitute a first step to adapt recommender systems to users’ context, by explaining recommendation with common session features, and by varying the level of diversity to users’ needs and expectations. In the same time, we plan to optimize the weights of attributes and size of history.
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Abstract. In the contemporary publishing market, changes in publishing formats have provided diverse reading experiences and have attracted readers' interest and attention. Accordingly, the objective of this study is to examine various design forms of picture books and identify the emotional preferences and attractiveness factors for children. Miryoku Engineering is an intelligent system to explore how consumers select picture books and their corresponding reading experiences, determine the attractiveness of picture books, and understand the qualitative attractiveness factors by using a quantitative method. The results of this study show how various picture book forms appeal to children, and it can provide a reference for designing and selecting picture books.
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1 Introduction

In the growing market of picture book publications, readers possess enhanced sensory demands when reading. Because picture books are designed for children, they cater to children’s nature and possess characteristics that are relevant to language development [2], cognitive engagement [4], and artistic thinking, and fun [5]. Subsequently, the traditional reading behaviour of turning pages has been abandoned for picture books. Accordingly, the formatting of picture books has been redesigned for various media to provide different reading models and increase users’ interest and attention. For example, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, a bestselling picture book written by the renowned author Eric Carle has been published in various forms, including a toy book, pop-up book, and e-book. In this era of emotional consumption, understanding and catering to diverse and changing consumer preferences and demands before adopting appropriate book forms is crucial for book publishers and picture book designers.

However, few studies of picture book design forms have been conducted, especially research that analyses children’s emotional preferences. Thus, the primary objective of this study is to examine how various picture book forms influence children’s emo-
tional preferences and the relevant book attractiveness factors. In order to explore how consumers select picture books and the attractiveness factors, we apply Evaluation Grid Method (EGM) of Miryoku Engineering which is an intelligent system that converts personal feelings and images into architecture of product designs. These results can be used as a reference for designing and selecting picture books.

2 Evaluation Grid Method of Miryoku Engineering

Miryoku Engineering is a research method that captures and tabulates personal perceptual concepts in a particular order [1,8]. Sanui modifies Kelly’s repertory grid technique to create a new approach known as Evaluation Grid Method (EGM) [6]. By employing this approach, researchers can establish a three-layer hierarchical structure that comprises abstract reasons, original evaluation items, and proposed concrete conditions. Subsequently, a personal evaluation hierarchy can be created. EGM is a critical research method of Miryoku Engineering that has been successfully employed in numerous fields such as product design and service design [7,9]. EGM operation steps are as follows:

1. Preparing interview materials:
   Determine interview participants and materials depending on the research topics and use products or pictures as stimulant samples for interviews.

2. Identifying original evaluation:
   Conduct interviews based on stimulant samples and compare pairs of stimulant samples. Based on the perspectives of “satisfied/dissatisfied” or “most preferred/least preferred,” interview questions are provided for participants to determine their satisfaction or most preferred product characteristics. These characteristics are the original evaluation items.

3. Laddering:
   Use supplementary questions to identify the abstract reasons (ladder up) and concrete conditions or features (ladder down) proposed in the original evaluation items identified in Step 2. Subsequently, the three hierarchical levels of each evaluation item can be identified: the abstract reasons (ladder up: abstract value judgment), original evaluations (medium: comprehension of feelings), and proposed concrete conditions (ladder down: objective and concrete understanding).

4. Organizing a personal evaluation hierarchical map:
   Repeatedly conduct Steps 2 and 3 on all evaluation items provided by participants, and compile all the evaluation items into a three-layer hierarchy to form a personal evaluation hierarchical map.

5. Organizing an overall evaluation hierarchical map:
   Compile the personal evaluation hierarchical maps of all the participants and calculate the number of overlapped evaluations to plot an overall evaluation hierarchical map.

The results of conducting the aforementioned processes should clearly indicate the attractive product elements commonly perceived by numerous participants. Subsequently, these results can be applied to product development and design concepts. In addition, the results of such qualitative evaluation combined with questionnaire survey methods can be quantitatively analysed. Based on the results of such quantita-
tive analysis, designers can understand consumer values and needs and offer affective and user-friendly designs that closely fulfill consumer demands. We argue that the unique attractiveness of picture books is a critical factor that appeals to child readers. EGM provides a theory-based method for analyzing product attractiveness factors and eliminates the potential influence of researcher subjectivity on the quality and results of qualitative research. Thus, EGM can be used to effectively systemize data and accurately interpret the affective needs and thoughts of children.

3 The Procedure of Experiment

The experimental design is divided into two stages. In the first stage, the results of personal interviews are used to connect the ladder-up and ladder-down concepts to the original evaluations obtained using EGM. Subsequently, an evaluation hierarchical map of attractiveness is established. In the second stage, the attractive elements in the evaluation hierarchical map are converted into question items for the questionnaire survey. We use Quantification Theory Type I (QTTI) to analyze the attractive element items, category influences, and weight relationships, thereby compiling the attractive characteristics of various picture book forms and identifying children’s preferences regarding picture book attractive elements. Moreover, independent samples t-test is conducted to determine whether significant between gender group differences existed.

3.1 Experimental Samples and Participants

According to the sensory perception methods used when reading the books, as determined by a focus group of three picture book designers, picture books are then classified into four types: (a) Conventional books; (b) Pop-up books; (c) Talking books; and (d) e-books, thereby enlivening and enriching the content of picture books (The Very Hungry Caterpillar) has been published in various forms [3].

The main readers of picture books are elementary students. Thus, children aged between 8 and 10 years old are selected as the primary research participants in this study. In the first stage of the EGM interviews, the children who exhibit considerable interest in picture books and have previous experience with all four types of picture book design formats are classified as the high-involvement group. In the second stage, a questionnaire survey regarding the attractiveness of picture books is conducted. However, to achieve the statistical requirements, 30 participants are assigned to each group (with an equal number of male and female respondents).

3.2 Evaluation Hierarchical Map Analysis

Based on the interview results, we plot the overall evaluation hierarchical map, calculate the number of overlapped evaluations, and establish an original attractiveness evaluation. A total of 12 items are identified (shown Fig.1); specifically, six items for Conventional Books (resistance to damage, simple design, easy to carry, enhanced concentration, convenient storage, and physical books), three items for Pop-up Books (enhanced concentration, 3D pictures, and varied reading experiences), and five items for Talking books and e-books (multifunctional book, worth more than the purchase price, easy to carry, readers are easily involved in the protagonist’s situation, and the
story can be easily understood). Subsequently, three experts who possess more than 5 years of graphic design experience participate in a focus group discussion, using the Kawakita Jirou (KJ) method to integrate similar factors from the 12 items. Subsequently, six major attractiveness factors of picture books are identified.

There are three factors for conventional books, including “Simple and Comprehensible Layout Design”, “Thin and Lightweight Dimensions”, and “The Sense of Ownership”. One is “Various Page Displays” for Pop-up Books, “Vivid Story Plots” for Talking books, and “Multifunctional Reading Methods” for e-books. Figure 2 shows the corresponding ladder-up vocabularies and ladder-down vocabularies when the attractiveness factor of Pop-up books is the factor of “the various page displays” in Pop-up Books.

![Fig. 1. KJ method to integrate similar factors of the 12 items](image)

![Fig. 2. Evaluation Hierarchical Map](image)

4 **Experimental Analysis with QTTI and t-test**

Based on QTTI, we examine the factors that influence children’s affective preferences for picture books in the forms of Conventional Books, Pop-up Books, Talking books,
and e-books. Table 1 shows the Pop-up Books of results of QTTI. According to the QTTI results, under “The various page displays” of Pop-up Books’, the children rate ‘Pop-up pictures during page-turning’ as the most influential factor, followed by ‘Colourful pictures’. To understand whether differences are existed between the male and female perceptions of picture book attractiveness, we conduct an independent samples t-test to examine the two independent groups of children. And their perceptions regarding “Multifunctional Reading Methods” item of e-books is significantly differed (p = .024 < .050). Because the t value was negative (t = -2.830), the negative evaluations by the male participants are lower than those of the female participants, indicating that the female participants preferred “Multifunctional Reading Methods” (shown Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attractiveness Factors</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>Form Type (ladder-down vocabularies)</th>
<th>Form Type Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pop-up books</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clear view</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various page displays</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Touchable 3D pictures</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Colourful pictures</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Diverse 3D styles between pages</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>*Pop-up pictures when turning pages</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Independent Samples Test of “Multifunctional Reading Methods”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances</th>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assumed</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we have developed the evaluation hierarchical map of the attractiveness factors for picture books, using EGM based on Miryoku Engineering. The results of this study are shown as follows:

1. The primary attractiveness factors for Conventional Books are “Simple and Comprehensible Layout Design”, “Thin and Lightweight Book Dimensions”, and “The Sense of Book Ownership”; for Pop-up Books, the main factor is “Various Page Displays”. “Vivid Story Plots” is for Talking books, and a “Multifunctional Reading Methods” factor is for e-books. And Table 3 shows the preference form type of children in various books.

2. Regarding the differences between the male and female attractiveness evaluations, the results show that the female participants preferred “Multifunctional
Reading Methods "of e-books. According to the interview of EGM, we can know Female attach importance to many different content of books can be choose from e-book, rather than animation and sound effects of stimulation.

In summary, the results can be used as an important reference for picture book designers to design new picture books, and for children to select appropriate ones. In addition, the method proposed in this study can be used to facilitate the design process that match to children’s affective preferences and needs while stimulating their purchase intentions.

**Table 3.** The preference form type of children in various books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attractiveness factors</th>
<th>Form type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple and comprehensible layout design</td>
<td>Absence of accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin and lightweight dimensions</td>
<td>Suitability for people of all ages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sense of ownership</td>
<td>Traditional book format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sense of ownership obtained while holding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various page displays</td>
<td>Pop-up pictures when turning pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various page displays</td>
<td>Using talking books to tell bedtime stories by mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various page displays</td>
<td>Various reading methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract. Prospective Memory (PM), or remembering to perform tasks in the future, is of crucial importance for everyday life. Stroke survivors often have impaired prospective memory, which can interfere with their independent living. In 2011, we started working on computer-based training for improving prospective memory in stroke patients. The primary goal of our project is to develop an effective PM treatment that could be used without the input of clinicians. Our approach combines the use of visual imagery with practice in a Virtual Reality (VR) environment. In this paper, we present the VR environment and the user modelling approach implemented.
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1 Introduction

People with brain injury (including stroke) have severely impaired prospective memory in comparison to healthy people [1, 2]. Prospective memory, or remembering to perform actions in the future, is of crucial importance for everyday life [3]. Prospective memory failure can interfere with independent living, as it can result in forgetting to take medication, switch off the stove or missing doctor’s appointments. It is a complex cognitive ability, which requires coordination of multiple cognitive abilities: spatial navigation, retrospective memory, attention and executive functioning [4].

There are two critical aspects of PM: it is closely related to retrospective memory (remembering what was learnt and experienced previously), as it is necessary to know what the task is in order to actually perform the task. The other aspect is the retrieval of the intention at the time appropriate for the action. There is a distinction between event- and time-based prospective tasks. In the case of a time-based task, a certain action needs to be performed at a certain time (e.g. having a doctor’s appointment at 4pm). In event-based tasks, an action needs to be performed when a certain event happens (like asking a friend a question when we see them next time).

Prospective memory is very difficult to assess using neuropsychological tests as conventional tests consist of simple, abstracted activities that are very different from real-world tasks. In the last decade, many research projects have used Virtual Reality
(VR) in neuroscience research and therapy [5], ranging from the use of VR for assessing cognitive abilities, over neuro- and motor rehabilitation to psychotherapy, such as treatment of phobias. VR environments are computer-generated environments that simulate real-life situations and allow users to interact with them. They provide rich, multisensory simulations with a high degree of control and rich interaction modalities. They can also have a high level of ecological validity. VR has been used for assessment of prospective memory in patients with traumatic brain injury (TBI) [4] and stroke patients [2]. VR is suited for prospective memory as it supports complex, dynamic environments that require coordination of many cognitive abilities.

Although there has been some research done on how to assess PM, there is very little available on rehabilitation strategies for PM. Yip and Man [6] involved 37 participants in 12 sessions of prospective memory training using non-immersive VR. The participants were asked to perform a set of event- and time-based PM tasks in parallel with an ongoing task. The PM training was based on remedial and process approaches. The remedial approach provides repetitive exercise within the VR environment. The process approach, on the other hand, aims to support multiple facets of PM, and supports encoding of intention, retention and performance interval and recognition of cues. Participants were given a list of four shopping items they needed to memorize, and their recall was tested before entering the VR environment, where they needed to perform the tasks. The VR training showed significant improvement in participants’ immediate recall of PM tasks, performance on both time- and event-based tasks as well as ongoing tasks, and also a significant improvement in self-efficacy.

In our previous work, we have developed many successful Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) using Constraint-Based Modeling (CBM) [7, 8]. In this paper, we present the VR environment we developed for PM training, and describe how we utilize CBM for tracking the user’s PM skills in this environment. The participant will first be administered a set of psychological tests, followed by a set of sessions in which he/she will be trained on using visual imagery to remember PM tasks. After the training, the participant will practice in the VR environment, presented in Section 2. We have recently started an evaluation study, the goal of which is to determine the effectiveness of the developed PM treatment.

2 VR environment

We have used the Unity 1 game engine to develop a VR environment, which represents a house with common household objects, and a garden. Figure 1 shows two scenes from the environment. The user is given a problem, which consists of several PM tasks he/she needs to visualize first, and then perform in the VR environment. The user can perform various actions on objects in the VR environment, such as turning the TV set on or off. To perform an action, the user first selects the object, and then specifies the desired action from a menu. The user can view a clock whenever they choose, which is necessary for time-based tasks. The tasks vary in complexity: the ones in early sessions consist of a cue and a single action, such as Turn on the
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1 https://unity3d.com/unity
radio at 3pm. In later sessions, the user will be given more complex tasks, such as When the oven timer beeps, take the roast out of the oven and put it on the dining table. Some tasks, such as taking the roast out of the oven, involve other objects, which are added to the inventory. Other tasks require inventory items to be collected beforehand. Consider the task Take the red shirt from the bedroom and put it into the washing machine. The first step involves collecting the inventory item red shirt, while the second step involves operating the washing machine. The user can view the inventory at any time. The problems range in complexity: the initial ones contain only three simple tasks, and they become more complex as the user practices in the environment.

The system maintains the list of active tasks. Tasks should only be attempted from a point known as ‘cue discovery’. Time-based tasks become active several minutes before the stated time. For example, if the task is Turn on the radio at 3pm, the user can start to move towards the radio a few minutes earlier in preparation. Event-based cues only begin when the stated event occurs. Consider the task: When the courier truck arrives, take the parcel and leave it in the study. For this task, the user has no way of knowing when the courier will arrive, and so he/she cannot perform the action before the cue is discovered.

For every task, there is a finite amount of time for which the task can be completed before it becomes obsolete or impossible. However, this alone is not the only factor in determining which tasks are more important. Some tasks, such as turning off the stove, have worse outcomes for failing to complete than other tasks do, such as turning on the radio. Each task therefore has a priority level, which is an integer from 0 (lowest) to 5 (highest). Tasks with a level 5 priority are tasks with a very real chance of injury or household damage if they are not completed on time. A typical priority 5 task is When the timer beeps, turn off the stove top. By contrast, a priority 0 task may be: When you are finished all other tasks, watch television. From cue discovery, the user has a fixed time to complete the task before it becomes obsolete.

3 Using CBM for PM Training

We have defined a set of constraints that enable us to evaluate the participant’s actions and provide feedback. As originally proposed by Ohlsson (1992), each con-
straint has two components: a relevance condition and a satisfaction condition. The relevance condition specifies features of situations for which the constraint is relevant, while the satisfaction condition details what must be true for the constraint to be satisfied. A constraint can be described as: If <relevance condition> is true, then <satisfaction condition> had better also be true, otherwise something has gone wrong. If a constraint is violated, the user needs some means of knowing that he/she has made a mistake, and they need to know what needs to be done differently next time. This is the role of feedback: it informs the user on what tasks need to be performed, and what objects need to be interacted with.

We have developed 15 constraints that deal with navigation, prioritization of tasks, selection of objects to perform actions on, remembering/selecting actions to be performed and general skills of interacting with VR (such as selecting objects, selecting items from the menu or crouching). In order to be able to specify relevance and satisfaction conditions, we have defined a set of functions and predicates. For example, the OnRouteTo predicate takes the current position of the user (i.e. the room the user is currently in), the target position needed in order to perform the current task, and returns True if the current position is on a path to the target position.

A constraint contains three feedback messages. When a constraint is violated for the first time, the user will be given a general message, in order to remind them that they have missed something. For example, if the user is going in the opposite direction from the target destination, he/she will be given feedback “You’re going the wrong way!” If the user continues down the wrong path, the feedback for the second violation of the same constraint becomes more specific: “Perhaps you should be going to the [goalRoom]” ([goalRoom] is a function which returns the position for the current task). This culminates on their third violation of the constraint with “You should be going to the [goalRoom] and use the [goalObjects]”. This is the bottom-out feedback which instructs the user what to do.

Three constraints check whether the user is working on the correct task. Tasks with only one minute left should be done before tasks with more than one minute left, even if that task with more than one minute left is of higher priority. In this way the user can still complete all the tasks. It is also important to bear in mind that higher priority tasks will reach the point of only having one minute left a lot sooner than a lower priority task. If there are multiple tasks with less than one minute left, the user should choose the highest priority one. The next threshold is at five minutes. Users must do tasks with less than five minutes left before they attempt tasks with more than five minutes left. As discussed in the previous section, tasks are first stratified according to time left into less than one minute, less than five minutes, more than five minutes. From there they are ranked according to priority. If any tasks have equal time strata and priority, they can be done in any order, otherwise the user must pick the top one.

Figure 2 illustrates a situation when the user is interacting with the wood burner, but there is another task that is about to expire (Once it starts raining, bring in washing). The constraint relevant to that situation is:

If the user is interacting with Object X and there is a task with less than 1 min left, Then Object X should be related to that task.

The feedback from the violated constraint shown in Figure 2 informs the user that there is a more pressing task. If the user cannot recall the other task, the next feedback
message will be more specific, and will provide a hint to the user about the object he/she needs to interact with. In the case of the third violation of the same constraint, the user will be told which task needs to be performed.

In addition to receiving feedback, the user can also press the H key for more help. If the user has received feedback in the last 30 seconds, the same feedback is displayed again as a reminder. Otherwise the default message is displayed. If there are no tasks left to do, the default feedback informs them of this. Otherwise it gives them increasingly specific hints as to what they should be doing.

In our previous work with ITSs, constraints are evaluated when the student submits the solution, therefore explicitly requiring feedback from the system. The timing of constraint evaluation in the VR environment differs, as the system needs to be able to evaluate constraints when appropriate. The constraints that deal with task prioritization are evaluated at intervals of 0.5s. Other constraints are evaluated in the appropriate contexts: for example, navigation constraints are evaluated every time the user changes room, while constraints that deal with objects are evaluated when the user selects an object or an action.

We have conducted a case study with a stroke survivor, who used the VR environment for 30 minutes. The case study identified a few usability issues and further improvements to the timing and duration of feedback. We then had a domain expert interact with the system. The domain expert was able to compare the feedback generated by constraints with the feedback they expected from the system. All constraints were satisfied or violated as expected. At some points, the feedback actually led to the
domain expert making more errors. In such situations, the user was alerted that they should be doing one of several tasks, and told all the tasks currently available. When the user completed the lowest priority of these tasks, they violated the constraint that they should be doing the most high priority tasks. This led to the recommendation that feedback messages should only suggest the single most important task at the current time. The findings were then used to improve the constraint set and the system.

4 Conclusions

In our previous research, we have shown that constraint-based modeling is an effective student modeling approach applicable in a wide range of instructional domains. In this paper, we describe how we use CBM to track the user's prospective memory. We present a VR environment in which stroke survivors can improve their memorization skills. The contribution of this research is in extending CBM from modeling cognitive skills to modeling PM skills. We have developed a constraint set that allows us to track the user's behavior in the VR environment. The constraints identify whether the user is prioritizing tasks correctly, whether there are any problems with navigation, identifying cues (time or event ones), interacting with objects and specifying actions. The pilot study performed with one stroke survivor was promising. We also had a domain expert evaluate the feedback from the VR environment, which resulted in further improvements made. We are currently conducting an evaluation study with stroke patients.
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Abstract. Proactive Advisory Systems (PASs) are an extension of Recommender Systems (RSs) that push suggestions and advice even if not explicitly requested, while adapting such advice to the specific contextual situation of the user. They support the user in decision-making processes more complex than those considered by traditional RSs. In this paper, we illustrate the first results of the LiloPAS research project, targeted to the design, development, and evaluation of PASs for healthcare. We present Smart Allergy Taming, a prototype mobile PAS for allergic patients, and give the results of its evaluation.
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1 Introduction

Proactive Advisory Systems (PASs) [1, 14] are decision and task support systems that take the initiative to timely suggest actions and help users to make decisions. PASs require the extension of the traditional computational and interaction model adopted in Recommender Systems (RSs). Other than providing recommendation when explicitly requested, PASs should also be able to proactively push or recall suggestions and advice, while adapting such advice to the specific contextual situation of the user. In addition, PASs should support user’s decision-making processes that are generally more complex and risky than those supported by traditional RSs, which are mostly focused on suggesting simple items such as movies to watch or products to purchase.

We are interested in implementing PASs for healthcare as mobile applications. In particular, our case study application supports patients suffering from allergic rhinitis in the proper management of their immunotherapy and in the adoption of behaviors that reduce the allergy impact on their quality of life. Allergic rhinitis is one of the most common chronic diseases in the world and affects up to 30% of people [9]. Allergen immunotherapy offers to patients more than symptomatic treatments, as its benefits persist several years after discontinuation of the treatment. However, immunotherapy requires a very careful management,
as the treatment often needs to be administrated for a period of 3–5 years to be effective, and the patients need to strictly adhere to a precise schedule of medication intakes. Patients suffering from allergic rhinitis could take advantage of a mobile PAS in several ways. For example: receiving notifications that improve the adherence to the treatment schedule; or being suggested actions that reduce the allergy impact, such as closing the car windows when they are driving in an area with high concentration of pollens to which they are allergic.

The development of PASs brings new research challenges. In order to be effective in the proactive support of the user, as allergic patients require, PASs should be able to continuously monitor the user’s activities and environment and build, automatically or with minimal user intervention, a meaningful user model. The model could capture, for example, that the allergic patient is keen on physical exercise in the open. The learned model must then be exploited to provide relevant advice fired by the current users situational context. For example, the sporty allergic patient could be advised to exercise in the open when the concentration of the pollen to which she is allergic is low.

The goal of the LiloPAS project (Life-logging for Proactive Advisory Systems) is to address the above mentioned research challenges and investigate techniques and algorithms for healthcare PASs, to be embedded in a mobile prototype that provides advice to patients affected by allergic rhinitis. As a first step towards a fully operational PAS, we designed and implemented Smart Allergy Taming, a proof-of-concept we used to quickly collect feedback useful to drive the further stages of the project.

In the rest of this paper, we briefly give an account of the background research on which our project is based and describe the design and the first evaluation of Smart Allergy Taming.

2 State of the Art

Personalized ehealth [10], and in particular the field of mobile-phone-based personalized health interventions, is receiving increasing attention. In their rich review [7], the authors survey systems developed in health science and human-computer interaction (HCI) and highlight the importance of understanding the patient context in order to improve the intervention strategies.

Previous research on life-logging focused on the acquisition, elaboration, and access of users’ life data. Some researches concentrated on the development of toolkits that help to automatically acquire users’ data, either capturing desktop activities [5], or logging from mobile phone sensors and applications [3, 11], or doing context-triggered sampling of experiences by directly asking users [3]. Other researches [2, 8] investigated how to elaborate the acquired data so that meaningful higher-level context can be discovered. How the users can access their logs is addressed in [2, 13].

Nowadays there is an increasing number of commercial wearable trackers\(^3\), equipped with sophisticated sensors that record data such as steps, heart rate,

\(^3\) See [http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2404445,00.asp](http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2404445,00.asp) for some examples.
burned calories, or how many times one wakes up during the night. Wearable trackers can be exploited, in addition to smartphones, as life-logging devices.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that life-logging research has its roots in HCI. Users need to interact with their (mobile) life-logging applications, which must be appealing and usable. For example, in [4] the authors evaluate various user data input interfaces for a mobile health application that collects data relevant to the treatment of insomnia.

3 Smart Allergy Taming

*Smart Allergy Taming* is a mobile PAS for patients suffering from allergic rhinitis. The functionalities of the prototype were designed with the cooperation of experts of the partner company Stallergenes Italia. They were selected to cover the main aspects (support for a correct intake of the treatment and monitoring of the impact of the treatment on the patients’ health) that the expert hypothesized as important for a mobile system supporting a successful sublingual immunotherapy. The function of *Smart Allergy Taming* is:

1. Digital agenda of the activities the allergic patients have to do to correctly adhere to their immunotherapy;
2. Proactive reminders of the tasks in the agenda, e.g., treatment intake, fill out of health surveys (Figure 1-a);
3. Simple proactive tips about how to manage and keep the vials containing the medicines for the immunotherapy;
4. Timer that helps the patients when they take the dose of medicine, which has to stay two minutes under the tongue;
5. Indicators for the current and recent level of control of the allergy, and for the impact of the allergy symptoms on the patients’ quality of life (Figure 1-b);
6. Log of the symptoms experienced by the patients and their impact on the patients’ quality of life, by means of digital survey administrated every week (Figure 1-c); the collected information is processed to calculate the indicators mentioned above.

In addition to the above mentioned functionalities, we implemented in *Smart Allergy Taming* a simple mechanism, showing predicted values for the user replies to the various items in the questionnaire. We conjectured that such a mechanism could help the patients better remember the intensity of symptoms and their impact on the daily life in the past week. In this way, we wanted to heal the well-known discrepancy between experienced well-being (more precise) and remembered well-being (influenced by memory and personality biases) [6], that can limit the reliability of the health report filled by the patients. The system weekly collects the user’s replies to the various questions, hence building time
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4 Stallergenes Italia ([www.stallergenes.it](http://www.stallergenes.it)) is a leading company for the production of treatments for allergy.
series, and then predicts the next week user input, offering it as default value in the questionnaire. The predictions are calculated using exponential smoothing\(^5\), so that the recent answers have a greater weight than the older ones.

### 3.1 Evaluation

We are evaluating *Smart Allergy Taming* with the goal to acquire feedback, in the early stage of the project, on the effectiveness of the implemented function, on the usability of our design, and on the usefulness of the remembering support mechanism we have developed.

We conducted a pilot test involving two domain experts from Stallergenes (different from those involved in the design of the prototype), one HCI expert, and four computer science students of our University. We decided not to involve patients in this phase to speed up the evaluation, as recruiting patients would have delayed the pilot. The users were given a paper sheet describing the functions of the system and a typical usage scenario, they were asked to execute. The task consisted in reporting the immunotherapy and other medicines intake, simulating the immunotherapy intake, filling the weekly health survey, and visualizing the allergy control and quality of life indicators.

At the end of the task the users were asked the *Single Ease Question (SEQ)*, a 7-points rating scale to asses how difficult a user finds a task, with 1 indicating

\(^5\) [http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/pmc/section4/pmc43.htm](http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/pmc/section4/pmc43.htm)
“very difficult” and 7 indicating “very easy” [12]. In addition, they were asked to indicate up to 5 usability problems they encountered and up to 5 liked features of the application.

The average SEQ score of our sample was 5.43 with a standard deviation of 0.53. The 98% confidence interval for the score, calculated using the t-distribution, ranges from 4.80 to 6.06. We compared our result with the average SEQ score across over 200 tasks performed by 5000 users (included in a reference benchmark), which hovers between about 4.8 and 5.1. Even though our sample contains a small number of subjects, we can conclude that Smart Allergy Taming easiness of use is on a par with the benchmark.

By examining the users’ answers, we discovered that they generally liked the system function. Some users appreciated the tips and indicated that additional contextual advice about how to manage the disease could be useful. The users also appreciated the look and feel of the application, especially the graphical elements. Most of them considered the navigation through the various views as easy and intuitive. Some users also highlighted usability problems such as minor navigation issues between application views, colors and contrast not suitable for people with sight problems, and audio notifications not always audible. In summary, the pilot test demonstrated the goodness of the system functionalities and the design of the GUI.

We are currently improving Smart Allergy Taming in order to eliminate the usability problems highlighted by the pilot test. The improved application will be evaluated in a between-subjects experiment involving real allergic patients. The objective of the experiment is to assess the usefulness of our memory support mechanism to fill in the survey, comparing a version of Smart Allergy Taming embedding the support mechanism with a version without support. The metric we are going to use in the evaluation is the accuracy of the reported intensity of symptoms and their reported impact on the patient’s quality of life. Our hypothesis is that the memory support mechanism produces a higher accuracy. In order to assess our hypothesis, we plan to use a digital diary that the patients will fill every day of the experiment. In the diary they will indicate the intensity (on a scale from 1 to 4) of the symptoms that have experienced in the current day and which was the impact of these symptoms (on a scale from 1 to 4) on various aspects of their daily life. The answers recorded in the diary will be averaged in order to produce the gold standard to be compared with the answers given in the weekly survey using the two versions of the mobile application.

4 Conclusions

Smart Allergy Taming is a PAS prototype that was developed to investigate which functionalities are suitable for supporting allergic patients in the execution of their immunotherapy, to early evaluate the design of a GUI for these functionalities, and to evaluate a memory support mechanism for manual logging of the health status of the patients. The results of the pilot test we have
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conducted indicate that the selected functions the GUI are appropriate. We are currently assessing the memory support mechanism. The results of the evaluation of Smart Allergy Taming will drive the further stages of the LiloPAS project.
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